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ASSUMPTION COLLEGE, WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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1946 DEC. 1946 
S. 1\1. T. W. T. F. S. 
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8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 31 ............... . 
CALENDAR 
July 1-
Summer Session. 
August 12-
Supplcmental Examinations be-
gin. 
Sep~ember 23-
Registi ation .for Windsor Stu-
dents. 
September 24-
Registration for Windsor Stu-
dents (Continued). 
September 25-
Registration for Resident Stu-
dents. 
September 29-
Rt. Rev. Monsignor Fulton J . 
Sheen opens "Christian Cultute 
Series." 
September 30-
Lectures begin. Late registration 
fee of Two Dollars 
October 4-
Activities Committees Meet. 
November I-
Holyday-All Saints' Day. 
Decem her 20-
2 
Christmas Vacation begins at 
3.30 p.m. 
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ASSUMPTION COLLEGE, WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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1917 MAR. 1917 
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9 10 11 12 13 14 1.3 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
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1947 APRIL 1947 
S. M. T. W. T. F. S . 
........ 12345 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
27 28 29 30 ........... . 
1947 MAY 1947 
S. M. T. W. T. F. S . 
.... .... .... .... 1 2 3 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
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1947 JUNE 1947 
S. 1\1. T. W. T. F. S. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 .................. .. 
CALENDAR 
January 6-
Lectures resume. Last. day for 
submitting outline for M.A. thes-
es, 
J::nuary 20-
1\Iid-year exarniuations begin. 
February 1-
First Term ends. 
February 4-
Sccond term begins; Second t.erm 
fees due. 
F ebrnary 19-
Annual Retreat. 
April 3-
Christian Culture Award Winner 
Announced. 
April 4-
Easter Vacation begins. 
April 8-
Lectures resume. 
May 12-
Seconcl term examinations begin. 
June 9-
Annual Awards Night 
June 10-
Baccalaureate Ceremonies 
June 11-
Annual Convocation. 
Officers of Administration 
J. H. O'LOANE, C.S.B., 1\1.A., President. 
E. C. LEBEL, CS.B . . M.A., First Councillor. 
F. A. BROWN. C.S.B., )1.A., Second Councillor. 
J. F. MURPHY, C.S.B., Ph. D., Registrar. 
R. S. WOOD, C.S.B., B.A., Treasurer. 
Officers of Instruction 
TLLLIO ALESSI, H.A. 
SCIE?\CE 
DESIRE BARATH, Ph.D. 
PHILOSOPHY 
RALPH BLACKMORE. B.A. 
SPEECH EDL' CATION 
F. AUSTIN BROWN, C.S.B., M.A. 
CLASSICS 
FR.\NCIS L. HCRNS. C.S.B .. Ph.D. 
ECONOMICS 
* ALFRED P. CAIRD, C.S.B., :\1.A. 
PHILOSOPH'\ 
* C. P. J. C'ROWLEY, C.S.B., :M.A. 
ENGLISH 
ROBERT CU:\BllNGS. )I.Sc. 
BIOLOGY 
FIL\NI( DE :\L\RCO, M. Sc., Ph. D. 
E!\GINEEIUNG 
JOSEPH ,v. EVANS, B.A. 
ASSOCIATE LIBRARIAN 
F. D. FLOOD. C.S.H., B.A .• B.L.S. 
LIBRARIAN 
EDWIN C. GARVEY, C.S.B., Ph.D. 
PHILOSOPHY 
ALEXANDER GRAIS'T, C.S.B., M.A. 
BIOLOGICAi, SCIENCES 
JAMES T. GVNN 
SECRETARY 
A. L. HIGGINS, C.S.B .• M.A .. LL.D. 
RELIGIO?\ 
GILBERT H. HOR!\E, M.A. 
ECONOMICS 
HUGH KENNER, M.A. 
ESGLISH 
~I.ARC .. \. LA FRAM BOISE, .\I.A. 
MATHEMATICS 
LEWIS BURTON LAUGHLIN, B.A. 
REFERENCE LIBRARIAN 
• On leave 1916-17. 
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Officers of Instruction 
EUGEXE C.\RLYLE LEBEL, C.S.B., M.A. 
F.:-.GLISH 
• EDWARD G. LEE. C'.S.B .. :\LA. 
EXGLlSH 
J. F . . M.\LLON, C.S.B., M.A. 
SPASISH 
l\l.\l;IUCE J. )lULLIGAN. ~1.A .. F'.C.I.C. 
CHEMISTRY 
JOHN F. :\IURPHY. C.S.B., Ph.D. 
EXGLISH 
J. ST.\NLEY )ll:RPHY. C.S.B., M.A. 
CHIUSTI,\?li CULTURE SERIES 
ENGLl~H 
NORM.A~ J. ~JURPHY, C.S.B .. M.A. 
HISTORY 
WILLIAM H. Ml'RR.\ Y, C.S.B.. M.A .. L.enPh. 
PRENC.H 
WILLl.\1\1 F. NIGHE. C.S.B .. ~I.A. 
:\JA THE:\t ATICS 
.\NDREW NOSOTTI. B. Sc. 
E:-.GINEEIH!'\'G 
JOHN H. O'LOANE, C.S.B.. :\1..\. 
RELIGIO:-. 
EUGENE S. PACLUS. B.A. 
Sl'J.:E('H EIH't'A TIO!\' 
ORVILLE ROLFSON. :\I.A.Sc. 
:\IATHE:\IATICS 
F. S. RUTH. C.S.B .. B.A. 
PHYSICS 
J . P. RUTH. C.S.B .. M.A. 
:\IA TH E:\f.A TI Cl:> 
PETER E. SWAN. C.S.B .. Ph. D. 
PHILOSOPHY 
JOSEPH TIU' .\ NT. B. Sc. A. 
SCIEXCE 
THOM.\S J. VAHEY, C.S.B., M.A. 
CLAS!:-ICS 
JOHN .\. WARREN. C.S.B .• M.A. 
FRENCH 
.ARTHl:'R J. WEILER, C.S.B., B.A. 
GERMA!'.' 
EDMl'ND )I. YOCNG. C.S.B .. B.A. 
HISTORY 
• On leave 1946-47. 
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RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF EX-MEMBERS OF THE 
SERVICES 
The Minister of Pensions and National Health has the 
authority under Order-in-Council 5210 to approve, unde1· one f 
of the three following categories, training, including main-
tenance grant and fees (together with appropriate allow-
ances for dependents), for ex-membeTs of the forces: 
I. Vocational, Technical and other Educational Train-
ing: refresher courses or courses leading to high 
school graduation or matriculation, subject to the 
following restrictions; 
(a) the courses must be accepted by the Minister as 
being training which will fit the student or keep 
him fit for employment or re-employment or will 
enable him to obtain better or more suitable em-· 
ployment; 
(b) the student's progress in the courses must 
satisfy the Minister; 
(c) the training is determined by the length of a 
man's serYice in the forces, \\'ith a maximum of 
twelve months. 
II. University, Undergraduate: any discharged person 
who 
(a) has been regularly admitted to a university be-
fore his discharge and resumes ,-vithin one year 
and three months after discharge a course. aca-
demic or professional, interrupted by his service; 
or 
(b) becomes regularly admitted to a university and 
commences any such course within one yea:r ancl 
three months after his discharge; or 
I 
I 
( 
(c) for any reason satisfactory to the Minister de- 1 lays resumption or commencement of such ! 
course beyond the aforementioned periods. I 
The opportunity for university training is governed by ~ 
the length of service. Where progre~s is satisfactory, the 
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assistance may be continued for as many months, in univer-
sity, as the man served in the Forces. If the student's pro-
gress and attainments in his course are such that the Min-
ister deems it in his interest and in the public interest, the 
payment of the grant may be extended beyond the period of 
service to permit the man to complete his course. 
However, the grants shall not be continued to any person 
who fails in more than six credits, two full courses, in any 
academic year nor to any person who having failed in the six 
credits or less, also fails in the supplemental examinations 
next offered by the university in the courses failed. 
III. University, Post-Graduate; o.ny discharged person 
who 
(a) has entered upon a post-graduate course, either 
academic or professional, m a unive1·sity before 
enlistment, or was about to do so at the time 
of his enlistment, or having completed his under-
graduate course in a university after his dis-
charge, enters upon a post-graduate course as 
aforesaid, and 
(b) resumes or commences such post-graduate 
course within 
i. one yea1· from his discharge, or 
11. one year from the commencement, next f al-
lowing his discharge, of such course in such 
uniYersity, if his discharge precedes such 
commencement by not more than three 
months, or 
iii. in the case of a discharged person who com-
pletes his undergraduate course afte1· his dis-
charge, as soon as may be after such com-
pletion. 
But the Minister after examining the student's past aca-
demice performance and the course to be undertaken or re-
sumed, must approve as a matter of public interest the stu-
dent's pursuing this course. The payments will be for as 
many months as the student has serYed in the forces, b•1t 
7 
the period of assistance may be extended if the progress anu 
achievements of the student are so outstanding that it is 
deemed in the public interest that thf! grant should be con-
tinued. 
Grants. A "grant" under the provisions of Sections, I, II, III, 
above means $60.00 per month in the case of an un-
married person and $80.00 per month in the case of 
a married person, together with, in either case, such 
additional monthly allowance for dependents, if any, 
as pro,·ided below, and, in either case, reduced by 
such amount on account of any pension, wages, salary 
or other income such person may have received or 
be entitled to receive in respect of the period for 
which such grant is paid, as to the Minister seems 
right. 
Additional allowance for person in lieu of wife 
........................................................................ $20.00 
Additional allowance for one child...................... 12.00 
Additional allowance for second child . ..... .... .... .. 12.00 
Additional allowance for third child .................... 10.00 
Additional allowance for each subsequent child 
not in excess of three........................................ 8.00 
Additional allowance for parent or parents...... 15.00 
AMERICAN VETERANS 
Assumption College was approved in August, 1945, 
for American Veterans. For arrangements under "The 
G.I. Bill of Rights" consult the Registrar. 
8 
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Tuition and P'ees 
First Registration (Paid only by new r~gigtrants) .... $ 5.00 
Annual University Fee (paid by all full-time students) 25.00 
* Tuition Fees (paid by all full-time students) ............ 125.00 
Examination Fee (paid by all full-time students) ...... 10.00 
Student Council and Publication Fee ............................ 10.00 
Athletic Fee ...................................................................... 10.00 
Library Fee ........................................................................ 7.50 
l\,licroscope Fee ........ ...... ....... ..... ................. ..... ... . ... . ..... ..... 5.00 
Laboratory Fee (each science) ...................................... 5.00 
Caution Fee refundable at end of year . ...................... 5.00 
Graduation Fees: 
B. A. Degree ...................................................... 10.00 
l\I. A. Degree .................................................... 20.00 
Diploma .......... .......................... ........... ......... .... .. 5.00 
*l- Board and Semi-private room .................................... 320.00 
Laundry for Resident Students (if desired) .......... ..... 30.00 
*For students from centres other than tho~e serYed by the 
University of Western Ontario, the tuition fee may be doubled. 
~* Subject to change with a month's notice. 
All fees are payable in Canadian Funds. 
9 
Regulations 
ADMISSION 
CANADIAN-ONTARIO STUDENTS 
Candidates seeking admission must present to the Regis~ 
trar at least two weeks before the opening of the session they 
wish to attend, an official statement of the marks on which 
their certificates were awarded. For the eYaluation of other 
than Ontario certificates a fee of $2.00 is charged. This sum 
must accompany the certificates, and is not returnable. 
( A) Grade XII Certificates 
A candidate will be admitted to the first year of the 
General Course in Arts on presentation of a Secondary School 
Graduation Diploma (or equivalent), showing satisfactory 
completion of the following Grade XII subjects: 
I. English. 
History. 
II. Latin or Mathematics. 
III. Two of Mathematics. 
Latin. 
French. 
German. 
Spanish or Italian. 
Greek. 
Science or Agriculture 
IV. One of Home Economics. 
Shopwork. 
Commercial Work. 
*l\Iusic. 
Art. 
Option from III not previously chosen. 
No Option may be counted more than once. 
(B) Grade XIII Certificates 
A candidate presenting Grade XIII certificates or the 
equivalent in at least four non-science subjects (not papers), 
10 
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together with the full requirements of "A" above, will receive 
sufficient credit thereon to enable him to reduce the normal 
length of his course by one year. 
The Grade XIII subjects are: 
English (Literature and Composition). 
:Mathematics (Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry). 
History. 
Latin. 
Greek. 
French 
German. 
Spanish. 
Italian. 
Physical Science (Physics and Chemistry). 
Biology (Botany and Zoology) . 
Examinations in these Grade XIII subjects are conducted 
by the Department of Education at various centres in the 
ProYince of Ontario in June of each year. 
A candidate is allowed to write on one or more Grade XIII 
subjects at a time, in any order. 
PERCENTAGES 
In order to secure First Class Honors in a subject a candi-
date must obtain at one examination at least seventy-five per 
cent. of the marks assigned to that subject, and at least fifty 
per cent. on each paper of that subject; the minimum for 
Second Class Honors, is sixty-six per cent., and for Third Class 
Honors sixty per cent., other conditions being the same as for 
First Class. 
A candidate who fails to obtain First, Second or Third 
Class Honors, under the above regulations, may still secure 
credit in a subject by obtaining at least fifty per cent. on each 
paper of the subject, not necesaarily at one examination. 
EQUIVALENT EXAMINATIONS 
Certificates of having passed Secondary School subjects 
parallel to Grade XII or Grade XIII subjects named above may 
be accepted p,·o tanto, provided always that the standards of 
these certificates meet the requirements of this University. 
The senior local examinations conducted by the Unh·ersity 
of Oxford and by the University of Cambridge may be accept-
ed instead of Gra<le XIII (Upper School) standing in the same 
subjects. 
11 
ADVANCED STANDING-FROM COLLEGIATES 
Candidates presenting Grade XIII certificates in Ancient 
or Modern Languages, or History, or Mathematics, or the 
recognized equivalents of such certificates, may be credited 
with the corresponding subjects in the Junior Groups. For 
Sciences special regulations obtain. 
CANADIAN AND AMERICAN 
All applications for advanced standing, exc€pt on certifi-
cates indicated above, must be accompanied by official cerflfi-
cates from the institution where work has been done, and be 
presented to the Registrar by September 10, if possible. 
STUDENTS FROM OTHER PROVINCES SHOULD 
CONSULT THE REGISTRAR. 
AMERICAN 
Graduates of accredited High Schools will be admitted to 
the Freshman class upon proper certification of their record 
by the Principal on a form which 'must be secured from the 
Registrar, Assumption College. The record must sho,v a 
definite recommendation by the Principal of the applicant's 
fitness to pursue college work. 
ADULT SPECIAL STUDENTS 
Students who are over twenty-one years of age, though 
they may not be: able to present qualifications for admission 
to candidacy for degrees, may be admitted to classes in the 
Faculty of Arts of the University, if, in the opinion of the 
professors in charge, they are qualified to pursue satisfactorily 
the courses chosen. Such special students must satisfy the 
professors in regard to regular attendance and attention to the 
work of their classes. They will not be allowed to advance 
from year to year in a department without taking the regular 
examinations. 
TERM WORK 
In all subjects of the General Course, except the sciences, 
the ratio of term-work marks to examination marks is as 50 
to 100. To pass, a student must obtain 50 percent of the whole 
of a subject, with 50 per cent in term work and 50 per cent in 
examinations. In the sciences the ratio of term-work marks to 
examination marks is determined by the teaching staff in each 
subject. 
In Honour Courses the ratio of term-work marks to 
examination marks is determined by the teaching staff in the 
subjects involved. 
Term-work in a course will not be credited to a student 
beyond the year in which the course is taken. 
12 
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A student who for two consecutive years has failed to 
obtain credit in one-half the work for which he has regis-
tered each year will be automatically dropped from the 
University. He may not re-register. 
SUPPLEMENTALS 
A supplemental examination is one set on work in 
which a student has been conditioned. These examinations 
will be held in August for those who have been conditioned 
in the first term or in the second term or in the work of 
the whole year in any course. (See second paragraph under 
Failw.·es). 
Supplemental examinations will not be allowed any 
student in more than four credits of work. 
Students conditioned at the January or May examina-
cions should attempt to remove their conditions at the sup-
plemental examinations of the next August. 
Students whose grade is Fin any course may not write 
a supplemental. They must repeat the course in class. 
No supplemental examination will be allowed in Honour 
subjects except those offered as options by General Course 
students to complete the requirements or their courses. 
SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS 
No General Course students may write special examina-
tions on more than four credits of work in one academic 
year (July 1-J une 30 J, or \Vi thin ninety days of the failure. 
An Honour Course student may not write a special ex-
amination in any academic year if he has failed in more 
than one Honour examination paper, or has obtained less 
than 35 marks. 
FAILURES 
A student who fails at any mid-year examination in 
one-half o{ his registered credits may be dropped from the 
University for the second term of the year, but he may re-
register for the following winter session. No credit will be 
given for the part of the work successfully carried in the 
first term. 
A student who fails to obtain a passing grade in the 
regular or supplemental examinations in a course will not 
'i be eligible for re-examination without a further year'f' at-
13 
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tendance at the lectures in the course in which he has failed. 
The student must repeat that course the year after failure 
no matter what subject or subjects must be postponed. 
A student may repeat no single course oftener than 
once. 
Subjects which depend directly upon the work of the 
preceding year may not be taken by a student who has failed 
in the work of the preceding year. The interpretation and 
application of this rule rests with the Committee on Aca-
demic standing. 
A student who, at the close of the August supplemen-
tals, has not obtained standing in at least two-thirds of the 
credits of his year \\'ill not rank academically as a student 
of the next higher year. 
A student who for two consecutive years has failed to 
obtain credit in one-half of the work for which he has 
registered each year will be automatically dropped from the 
University. He may not re-register. 
No work may be taken in the Senior Group until the 
work of a Junior Group has been completed. 
A student in an Honour Course, who for two succes-
sive years averages below third class in his Honour sub-
jects or who gets no rating abo\'e D in the honour subjects 
of a year, shall be automatically transferred to the General 
Course, subject to such conditions and limitations as the 
Committee of Academic Standing may impose. 
A candidate in an Honour Course who, at the examina-
tion for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, fails to obtain the 
requisite average for Honours may, on the recommendation 
of the Committee on Academic Standing, be awarded a de-
gree in the General Course. The candidate may write a 
subsequent examination for the Honour degree. 
ATTENDANCE AT LECTURES 
First and second year students who have attended less 
than 80 per cent. of the lectures in a course for any term 
shall be debarred from taking the regular examinations on 
that course. This rule holds for all cour~es numbered in 
the tens or the hrenties or the two hundrerls regardless of 
the year of a student's registration in the l iniversity. 
A student. to be eligible for a degree, must haYe at-
tended classes in this Uni\'ersity for two academic years 
or for one academic year and two summer schools or for 
six summer schools. 
No registration of any student for any year is com-
plete until the prescribed physical examination has been 
'61.ken. 14 
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THE M. A. DEGREE 
A candidate must be,a graduate in Arts of this or some 
)ther accredited university. A graduate in an Honour 
L,ourse must have obtained at least Second Class Honours 
(66 %) in the third and fourth years of his course. A gradu-
ate in a General Course must have obtained in the last two 
years of his course 66% of the aggregate possible marks and 
not fallen below 60 % in more than six credits. He must sub-
sequently bring his standing up to that of a graduate in an 
Honour Course by completing in residence with an average 
of 66 % one year's ·work of a minimum of sixteen credits, the 
distribution of which shall be at the discretion of the Dean 
and the heads of the departments concerned. This year does 
not satisfy the attendance requirement (mentioned below) 
imposed on all candidates for the degree of Master of Arts. 
Graduates of accredited universities before being accep-
ted as candidates for the degree of Master of Arts in this 
University must furnish to the Registrar official evidence 
that they have obtained the degree of B.A., and that their 
standing in the third and fourth years of their courses cor-
responds to the standard laid down in the preceding para-graph. 
A candidate for the 1\Iaster of Arts degree who is a 
graduate in an Honour Cou1·se, or a candidate who is a 
graduate in a General Course and has subsequently fulfilled 
the requirements laid down in paragraph one, must spend 
a minimum of one year in residence study. Further detailed 
information on M.A. work can be obtained by writing to 
The Registrar. 
GENERAL 
When a student begins a foreign language in the Uni~ 
versity, no credit toward a degree will be given for the first 
year of that language unless that year is followed by a 
second year in the same language. Credit towards a degree 
in preparatory Greek will not be given unless it is supple-
mented by at least two other years of Greek, either New 
Testament or Classical. 
A course that is optional need not be given unless it is 
elected by at least five students. 
A student may take only thi·ee credits more than the 
number required /01· the academic year in which he is 
registered. Permission to take more than three extra 
credits may be given by the Academic Standing Committee. 
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Requirements for Degrees 
Al1 students, on entering the },acuity of Arts and 
Sciences, wiU register in one of the following courses: 
a JUNIOR GROUP I-Leading to Senior Group A, for 
General Course degree, with Scence options, or to 
Honor Mathematics or Honor Science courses. 
b JUNIOR GROUP 2-Leading to Senior Group B. or 
Jou:rnalism, for General Course degree, or to Honor 
Business Administration, Honor Business Adminis-
traton and Secretarial Science, Honor Economic and 
Political Science, Honor Social Science. 
c JUNIOR GROUP 3-Leading to Senior Group B. for 
General Course degree, or to Honor English Language 
and Literature, Honor English and French, Honor 
English and Latin, Honor History. 
d JUNIOR GROUP 4-Leading to Senior Group B, for 
General Course degree, or to Honor Classics, Honor 
French and German, Honor French and Latin, Honor 
French and Spanish. 
GENERAL COURSE 
Requirements for Admission: Secondary School Grad-
uation Diploma. 
ADVANCE STANDING 
Credit will be allowed for certificates in Grade XIll 
English (10, 11), Algebra (Math. 10), Geometry (Math. 12), 
Trigonometry (Math. 18), Latin (10), Greek (10), French 
(10), German (10 or 35), History (14), Spanish (10), 
Botany and Zoology (Biological Science 11), Physics and 
Chemistry (Physical Science 11). A minimum average of 
III Class is required to cancel Biological Science 11 01· 
Physcal Science 11; credit will not be allo\ved for one of the 
two papers involved. At least one science course, ,vth labora-
tory, must be taken in the University. 
Each Junior Group is a two-year program from Grade 
XII (High School Graduation). 
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JUNIOR GROUP 1 
This group is a prerequisite for all the Honor Science 
courses and for Honor Mathematcs and Physics, including 
Radio Physics. 
SUBJECT CREDITS 
English 10, 11, 19, 20, 21 .............................................................................. 7 
French 10 or Gern1an 10 ..... ........................................................................... 3 
Library Science 10a ........................................................................................ % 
Mathematics 10, 12, 18 .................................................................................. 4~f? 
Physic.al Education 10 or 11 ........................................................................ 1 
FIVE OF: 
Botany 10 ........................................................................................................ 3 
Che1nistry 10 .................................................................................................... 3 
Geology 10 ........................................................................................................ :3 
Mathematics 22, 24 ........................................................................................ 4 
Physics 10 ........................................................................................................ 3 
Zoology 10 ........................................................................................................ 3 
JUNIOR GROUP 2 
The Honor Courses for which Junior Group 2 is a prere-
quisite are Business Administration, Business Administration 
and Secretarial Science, Economic and Political Science, Philo-
sophy and Psychology, and Social Science. It is also the pre-
requisite for Journalism. 
SUBJECT CREDITS 
English 10, 11, 19, 20, 21 ................................................................................ 7 
Library Science 10a ........................................................................................ 1~ 
Mathematics 10, 12, 18 (any two) or Latin 10 ........................................ 3 
Physical Education 10 or 11 ........................................................................ 1 
Business 20 ...................................................................................................... 3 
Econo111ics 20 .................................................................................................. 3 
Psychology 20 .................................................................................................. :3 
Biological or Physical Science 11 ....................... ............................... .......... :J 
Two languages, or one language and one science from: German 1, 
Greek 1, Spanish 1, French 10, German 10, Greek 10, Latin 10, (or 20), 
Spanish 10, Applied Biology 23, Geology 10, Zoology 20 or 26 ........ 7 or 6 
One of: German 10, Greek 10, Spanish 10, French 20, German 20, 
Latin 20 or 30, Greek 20, Spanish 20 ........................................................ 3 
) Note :-For Journalism, History 14 is permissible instead 
of Business 20. For Honor Philosophy and Psychology and for 
Honor Science, students should elect History 20 instead of 
Business 20, and Biological Science 11 rather than Physical 
Science 11. 
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JUNIOR GROUP 3 
This Group is a prerequisite for Honor English Language 
and Literature, for Honor History, for Honor English and 
French, and for Honor English and Latin. For these courses, 
except History, Latin 10 and 20 must be elected. 
SUBJECT CREDITS 
English 10, 11, 19, 20, 21 ................................................................................ 7 
Library Science 10a ........................................................................................ % 
Mathematics 10, 12, 18 (any two), or Latin 10 ........................................ 3 
Physical Education 10 or 11 .......................................................................... 1 
History 14, 20 ............................................................................................. ..... 6 
Biological or Physical Science 11 ............................... ............................ ..... 3 
Two of: Greek 1, German 1, Spanish 1, French 10, German 10, Greek 
10, Latin 10 (or 20), Spanish 10 ................................................................ 6 
Two of: German 10, Greek 10, Spanish 10, French 20, German 20, 
Latin 20 ( or 30), Greek 20, Spanish 20 ................ :....... .. ...... ....... ....... ........ 6 
JUNIOR GROUP 4 
This Group is a prerequisite for Honor Classics, Fren,.!h 
and German or Spanish, French and Latin. For these courses 
Latin 10 and 20 must be chosen. 
SUBJECT CREDITS 
EngUsh 10, 11, 19, 20, 21 ................................................................................ 7 
Library Science 10a ........................................................................................ 1h 
Mathematics 10, 12, 18 (any two), or Latin 10 ........................................ 3 
Physical Education 10 or 11 ............. ........................................................... 1 
Biological or Physical Science 11 ................................................................ 3 
Three of: Greek 1, German 1, Spanish 1, French 10, German 10, 
Greek 10, Latin 10 (or 20), Spanish 10 ....... ............................................. 9 
Three of: Greek 10, German 10, Spanish 10, French 20, German 20, 
Greek 20, Latin 20 ( or 30), Spanish 20 .................................................... 9 
SENIOR GROUPS 
To graduate in either of the groups below, a student must 
secure at least Grade C in one-half the credits of his group and 
a passing mark (Grade D) in the rest. Courses previously 
counted cannot be gven credit again in a Senior Group; an 
equal number of credits must be substituted for them. 
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GROUP A 
This g1·oup is open to any student who has completed 
Junior Group 1 or the equiYalent. 
SUBJECT CREDITS 
Psychology 20 or 30 . ........................ ....... ...... .......... ...... ................ .... ... ........... 3 
Physical Education 20 or 21 ........................................................................ 1 
English 30, and one of 36, 40, 48 ................................................................ 6 
History 45, 46 .................................................................................................. 3 
Economics 20, 42b ............................................................................................ 41h 
At least 3 <'redits from History 31, 33, 44; Psychology 36, 39, 48 .... 3 
At least 15 credits from: .............................................................................. 15 
Applied Biology 23, 40; 
Botany 22b, 23a, 31a, 36b, 43; 
Chemistry 22, 33, 44, 46a, 46b; 
Geology 10; 
Geog-raphy 20, 35, 45; 
Physics 21; 
Zoology 20, 26; 
Mathematics 22, 24, 29a, 38b. 
GROUP B 
This group is open to any student who has completed 
Junior Group 2, 3, or 4. 
St:BJECT CREDITS 
Psychology 20x or Philosophy 30x ...... ............. .......... ..... ............. ....... ...... 3 
Biological or Physical Science 11 ................................................................ 3 
Physical Education 20 or 21 ........................................................................ 1 
English 30, and one of 36, 40, 48 ................................................................ 6 
History, 6 credits from 20, HI, 33a, :36, 44, 45, 46 .................................... 6 
At least 9 credits (which must include Economics 20, if not 
previously taken, and 42b) from: ........................................................ 9 
Economics 20, 28, 30a, 32a, 32b, 33, 35a, 37a, 37b, 38a, 39a, 42b, 
46, 47b, 48a, 49b, 259; 
Philosophy 30x, 31x, 37x, 4lxa, 41xb, 42xa, 42xb, 43xa, 43:xb; 45xa, 
45xb, 46xa, 46xb, 48x; 
Psychology 20x, 35x, 36x, 37xa, 37xb, 38, 44x, 46x, 49xb; 
Religious Knowledge llx, 20x, 21x, 30, 31x; 
Geography 20, 35, 45; 
Music 10, 20. 
At least 6 credits from: ................................................................................ 6 
(a) Latin 20, 30, 39, 40; 
Greek 10, 20, 29, 30, 40; 
French 20, 30, 33, 39, 40, 43, 271, 381, 491; 
German 20, 30, 31, 39, 40, 41; 
Spanish 10, 20, 30, 31, 39, 40, 41; 
{b) Mathematics 10, 12, 18, 22, 24, 29a, 38b; 
(c) Senior Group courses, not already counted, in Economics, 
English, History, Philosophy, Psychology, Relig-ious Knowledge. 
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For Honour Courses in 
English Language and Literature 
Economics and Political Science 
History , Social Science, Etc. 
Consult Registrar 
XIII (a) . Philosophy an,I Psychology 
This course is open only to students of Assumption College. 
Requiirements for Admission: Secondary S(!hool Graduation Diploma 
(page 34). 
First Year 
One year's work in any Junior Group. Admission to the 
Sophomore Year in Honor Philosophy is subject to approvai 
by the Registrar and the Department of Philosophy. 
Second Year 
Subject Credits 
English 20 . ..... ... . .. . ..... ........... ......... ... . .. .. . ... ....... ... .. .. .... .... ...... 2 
English 21 .............................................................................. 1 
Physical Education 21 ...... ... ...... ..... ...... .......... ........ ....... ..... 1 
Phychology 20x .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . 3 
Philosophy 231x .. ......... ... ............. ... .... ... . . . . ... .. ... .. .. . ...... ..... ... 2 
Philosophy 237x ... ... ... . .... ... ... .. ... .. . . . ... ........ ..................... .... .. 2 
PhI1osophy 250x . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . ... . . .. .. . 1 
One Foreign Language 20 .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. ..... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 3 
At least 5 credits from options approved by the Regis-
trar and the Department .................. .... .................. 5 
Third Year 
English 30 .............................................................................. 3 
Psychology 36x . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. . .. . . . .... . . . .. . .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. . .. .. .. 2 
9 credits from these Philosophy courses: 234xb, 237x, 
340x, 34lxa, 34lxb, 342xa, 342xb, 343xa, 343xb, 
444xa, 444xb, 445xa, 445xb, 446xa, 446xb, 447x, 
448x, 449x, 350x, 450x .... . .. . . . . .............. .. . . . . .. ... . . .. .. .. 9 
At least 3 credits from options approved by the Re-
gistrar and the Department ...... ....... ...... ... ... . . ...... ... 3 
Fourth Year 
English 40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 3 
J 2 credits in Philosophy not taken in Junior Year ... . . . . .. . . . 12 
At least 3 credits from options approved by the Re-
gistrar and the Department . . . .......... ... . . . .. ... . ... . . . ... .. 3 
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Special Courses 
I -- Commerce 
The Commerce Course is designed for those who DO NOT 
desire to proceed to a degree, but who wish to obtain a grasp 
of the problems involved in the organization and management 
of business. Each student is awarded a diploma upon the 
successful completion of this course. It will be noted that, 
after the excellent foundation of the Freshman Year, students 
are given a choice between the eight credits of Accounting 
and eight credits of Marketing options. Either of the latter 
groups must be taken entirely . 
Freshman Year 
Credits 
Religion llx ...................... 2 
or 
Philosophy E. llx ............ 2 
English lx .......................... 2 
Type'-\·riting lOx .............. ! 
Physical Education .......... 1 
Economics lOx .................. 3 
Business 20 ........................ 3 
Mathematic lOx ................ 2 
Business lOx ...................... 3 
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Description 
Christian Revelation. 
Philosophy of Religious and Scientific 
Faith 
Business English. 
Introduction. 
Principles and Activities 
Principles of Economics. 
Introduction to Business Organization 
and Management. 
Business Mathematics 
Sophomore Year 
Credits Description 
Religion 21x ...................... 2 Christian Morality. 
or 
Philosophy E. 21x ............ 2 
English 21 .......................... 1 
English 31 .......................... 1 
Typewriting 20x .............. 1 
Physical Education 2lx .... l 
Business 2lx and 22x ...... 3 
Philosophy of Human Acts. 
Composition. 
Reports and Business Letters. 
Speed Drills. 
Principles and Activities. 
Business Law and Business Practir.e. 
Accounting Options 
Business 15x ............... .4 Cost Accounting. 
Business 25x ............... .4 Advanced Accounting. 
Or Marketing Options 
Business 23x ................ 1 
Business 24x ............... .4 
Business 35x ................ 3 
1f 
Advertising. 
Marketing. 
Business Statistics 
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II -- Pre-Engineering 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: Canadian students 
must present certificates of complete Pass Junior Matricula-
tion. American students of accredited High Schools will be 
admitted upon proper certification of their record by the 
Principal. This record must show a definite recommendation 
bY' the Principal of the applicant's fitness to pursue college 
work. No student will be accepted whose average in Mathe-
matics and the Sciences is lower than "B". Students who 
have not a High School credit in Solid Geometry must re-
move this deficiency in their Freshman year. 
Freshman Year 
FIRST SEMESTER Lectures Lab. Semester 
Credits 
Religion llx ........................................ 2 0 2 
or 
Philosophy E-13x ............... ............ ..... 2 0 2 
English, 10. 11, 19 .............................. 4 
Chemistry E-10 .................................... 4 
Mechanical Drawing E-1 .................. 1 
Math. E-18 (Trigonometry) ............ 3 
Math. E-10 (Algebra) ........................ 5 
Slide Rule E-12 .................................... 1 
0 4 
4 4 
6 2 
0 2 
0 4 
0 1 
SECOND SEMESTER 
Religion llx or Phil. E-13x .............. 2 
English 10, 11, 19 ................................ 4 
Mechanical Drawing E-1 .................. 1 
Math. E-18 (Trigonometry) ............ 3 
Chemistry E-10 .................................... 4 
Math. E-12 (Analytic Geom.) ........ 5 
Oescriptive Geom. E-10 .................... 0 
0 2 
0 4 
6 2 
0 2 
4 4 
0 4 
9 3 
Sophomore Year 
FIRST SEMESTER Lectures Lab. Semester 
Religion ................................................ 2 
Credits 
0 2 
or 
Philosophy ................................ ............. 2 
English 20, 21, 31 ................................ 5 
Math. E-24a (Differential Calculus) 4 
Physics E-10 .... .. .. .. . .. ......... ... ........... .... 4 
Drawing E-20 .... .... ......... ....... ....... ..... .. 1 
0 2 
0 5 
0 4 
4 6 
6 2 
ELECTIVES: 
Elementary Surveying E-22 .......... 1 
Accounting 200 .................................... 3 
Chemistry E-22 .................................... 1 
Chemistry E-12a ........ ....................... 1 
11h 11h 
0 2 
6 3 
6 2 
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SECOND SEMESTER 
Religion or Phil. ............................... . 
English 20, 21, 31 ............................. . 
Math. E. 24b (Intregal Calculus) ... . 
Physics E-10 ....................................... . 
Descriptive Geometry E-21 ............. . 
Lectures 
2 
4 
4 
4 
1 
Lab. 
0 
0 
0 
4 
6 
Semester 
Credits 
2 
4 
4 
5 
2 ELECTIVES: 
Philosophy 33x .. . ... .. ... ...... .. ... ... ...... ... .. 2 O 2 
Chemistry E-12b ................................ 1 6 2 
Chemistry E-22 ......... .... ..................... 1 6 3 
Elementary Surveying E-22 .. ........ 1 1 'h l lh 
N.D. 1.-Catholics will take fu:ligion; non-Catholics, the Philosophical option. Chemical 
engineering students must take Qualitative Analysis; civil and architectural engin-
eering students take Surveying; others may choo,;e between these options. 
N.B. 2.- Students who complete their Pre-Engineering work here satisfactorily are 
admitted to the University of Detroit for the rest of their course for a deg'ree. 
IV. 
PRE-1\-1:EDICAL: (COMBINED DEGREE IN ARTS AND 
MEDICINE.) 
(For American Universities) 
Freshman 
First Semester 
Credit 
Hours 
Biology, 12A ................................ 4 
Second Semester 
Credit 
Hours 
English 10 and 11 ........................ 3 
French or German 1\1-10 ............ 4 
College Algebra lOA .................... 3 
*Religion llX ................................ 2 
Biology 12B ................................. .4 
English 10 and 11 ........................ 3 
French or German M-10 ........... .4 
College Trig. 18A ........................ 3 
Religion llX .................................. 2 
16 16 
Sophomore 
Chemistry E-10 ............................ 4 Chemistry E-10 ........ ................. .4 
English 20 and 21 ........................ ~ English 20 and 21 ........................ 3 
Philosophy 20 ................................ 3 Philosophy of Science .................. 3 
Physics M-lOA .............................. 4 Physics M-lOB ........................... .4 
*Religion 21XA ............................ 2 Religion 21XB .............................. 2 
Speech (Eng. 19) ........................ 2 16 
45 18 
Junior 
Chemistry M-33 ............................ 4 
Economics 20 ................................ 3 
Philosophy ...................................... 3 
Philosophy ...................................... 3 
Complementary Course .............. 3 
18 
Chemistry M-33 .......................... ..4 
Sociology 28B ................................ 3 
.t'hilosophy .......... .......................... 3 
Complementary Courses .............. 6 
16 16 
•Non-Catholics are not required to take thd usual coursu in Religion but must 
take 2 hours in Rational Foundations of Religion. 
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V. 
TWO-YEAR PRE-DENTAL SCHEDlTLE OF COURSES. 
(For Ame1·ican Universities) 
Freshman 
First Semester 
Credit 
Hours 
Biology 12A ................................. .4 
Chemistry E-10 ........................... .4 
English 10, 11 and 19 ................ 4 
Ma them a ties lOA .......................... 3 
*Religion llX .............................. 2 
17 
Second Semester 
Biology l2B .................................... 4 
Chemistry E-10 ........................... .4 
English 10, 11 and 19 ................... .4 
Mathematics 18A ........................ 3 
*Religion llX .............................. 2 
17 
Sop horn ore 
First Semester 
Credit 
Hours 
Chemistry M-33 .......................... 4 
English 20 and 21 ...................... 3 
Philosophy 20 ................................ 3 
Physics M-lOA ........................... .4 
Religion 21X, or 
Complimentary Course ............ 2 
16 
Second Semester 
Chemistry M-33 ............................ 4 
English 20 and 21 ...................... 3 
Philosophy 20 ................................ 3 
Physics M-10B ........................... .4 
Religion 21X or Complemen-
tary Course .................................. 2 
16 
•Non-Catholics are not required to take the usual courses, in Religion bu~ must 
take 2 hours in Rational Foundations of Religion. 
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Description of Courses 
Department of Zoology and Applied Biology 
11. Biological Science: - the fundamental princi-
ples of biology with stress on the cell as a unit, the origin and 
preservation of the individual and the race, the mode of inheri-
tance, and the application of biology to social and economic 
problems. 
3 lectures and 2 laboratory hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisites: Non Scientific students. 
10. Elementary Zoology: - the principles of animal 
biology illustrated by typical animal forms. 
First Term, Invertebrates: Second Term, Vertebrates. 
3 lectures and 3 laboratory hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisites: Science students. 
26. Elementary Principles of Genetics: - the branch 
of biology which is concerned with the phenomena 
of inheritance and variation and which particularly endeavors 
to discover the laws governing these simularities and differenc-
es between individuals related to one another. 
2 lectures and four laboratory hours a week. 4 credits. 
Prerequisites: Zoology 10. 
31. Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrates: -
the evolution of the larger taxonomic groups of 
chordates and a comparative study of their gross morphology 
by means of dissection. 
3 lectures and 3 laboratory hours a week: 4% credits. 
Prerequisite: Zoology 10 and Zoology 26 is recommended. 
357. Historical Biology: - the history, theory and the 
problems of biology. 
2 lectures a week : 2 credits. 
Prerequisites: Zoology 31. 
544. Vertebrate Embryology: the science of 
the origin and development of the vertebrate organism from 
the period of the ovum to the period of extrauterine life. 
Special emphasis will be placed upon Human Development. 
First Term. 
3 lectures and 8 laboratory hours a week. 4 credits. 
Prerequisites: Zoology 31. 
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554a. General Histology: - study of the micro-
scopic morphology of epithelium, connective tissue, blood, 
muscle and nerves by means of a microscope. First Term. 
2 lectures and 6 laboratory hours a week: 2 credits. 
Prerequisites: Zoology 31. 
554b. Advanced Histology: - a detailed study of 
the microscopic anatomy of the systems of the Human Body. 
Second Term. 
2 lectures and 6 laboratory hours a week: 2 credits. 
Prerequisites: Zoology 554a. 
BOTANY 
10. Introductory Botany: - Principles of plant biology 
illustrated by typical plant types. 
1st Term-Thallophytes and Bryophytes. 
2nd Term-Pteridophytes and Spermatophytes. 
3 lectures and 3 laboratory hours a ·week: 3 credits. 
36b. Elementary Bacteriology-This course is diYided 
into three parts. Part one deals \vith classification, examination 
identification, cultiYation and staining of bacteria and the 
methods of sterilization. Part two deals '"vith the body defenses 
against infection, study of toxins, antitoxins, sera, vaccines 
and immunity. The last part deals with specific pathogenic 
bacteria as to morphology, cultivation, etiology, and ser-
ology. 
2 lectures and 3 laboratory hours per week: 17i credits. 
Prerequisite: Botany 10. 
lln. General Botany: - For students in the course 
for nurses and in the Horne Economics course. 
2 lectures, 2 laboratory hours a week. one term: 1 % 
credits. 
Prerequisites : complete college entrance requirements. 
22b. Plant Culture: - The elem.Pntary principles of 
plant growth, propagation and care with particular reference 
to plants of the garden and home. 
2 lectures, 4 laboratory hours a week, one term: 2 credits. 
Prerequisites: Botany 21a (60 r ;, ) or Biological Science 11 (60'o) or Botany lln (60' c..). 
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23a. Plant Ecology: - The relationships between plants 
and their sun·oundings, including the recognition and classifi-
cation of common plants. 
2 lectures, 4 laboratory hours a week, one term: 2 credits. 
Prerequisites: Same as for 22b. 
31a. Plant Diseases And F ungi : - The recogni-
nition of poisonous and edible fungi and identification, cause 
and control of common plant diseases. 
2 lectures, 4 laboratory hours a week : 2 credits. 
Prerequisites: Botany 23a and 22b, or Botany 10, or 
Botany 1 lN ( 60' , ) , or Biological Science ] 1 ( 60' , ) . 
43a. Plant Ecology And Taxonomy: - The recogni-
tion and classification of the common garden and field plants 
with special reference to adaptations to their environment. 
2 lectures, 4 laboratory hours a ,veek: 4 credits. 
Prerequisites: Botany 23a and 22b, or Botany 31a and 36b. 
Department of Business Administration 
20. Introduction To Business Organization: - General 
business organization, promotion of business enter-
prises, business finance, industrial management. marketing, 
administration controls. 1,1.,, .,. 
3 hours a week : 3 credits. 
30. Accounting And Bookkeeping : 
Secretarial Science students. 
Prescribed for 
2 hours a week : 2 credits. 
36. Business Mathematics: - First term: use of 
fractions. bH1ing, trade discounts, customs, bank discount. 
foreign exchange, rapid calculation; second term; compound 
interest, annuities. bonds, asset eYalution. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
250. Accounting : - Bookkeeping and financial state-
ment procedure. including the deYelopment of modern account-
ing records, special journals, work sheets and working papers 
1md an introduction to partnership and corporation accounting. 
2 lectures, 2 laboratory hours a week: 3 credits. 
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255. Business Statistics: - Importance to the business 
executiYe; the use and interpretation of business and 
economic statistics; laboratory work; second semester includes 
an analysis of business conditions. 
2 lecturers, 2 laboratory hours a week : 3 credits. 
350. Advanced Accounting: First term: pro-
blems of valuation; preparation of accounting statements, 
principles of analysis, statement of funds, their sources and 
application; assets, !abilities, capital stock, surplus and reserv-
es; second term: consignments, instalment sales, branch house 
accounting, mergers, holding companies, consolidated balance 
sheets and profit and loss statements, receivership accounting, 
statement of affairs, realization and liquidation, dissolution of 
partnerships, accounting for estates and trusts. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
460a. Auditing: - Duties and responsibilities of 
auditors: kinds of audits and audit programs; audit theory 
and practice. Must be followed by Business 460b. 
3 hours a week: 1 Yi credits. 
460b. Cost Accounting : The collection of cost data for 
the control of manufacturing operations. 
3 hours a week 1 Yi credits. 
Prerequisite: Business 460a. 
Department of Chemistry 
10. General Chemistry : - for ,Jnnior Group 1; lec-
tures and laboratory work. The laboratory work consists of 
experiments covering the principles of General Chemistry. 
and Qualitative Analysis. To qualify for Honour Courses in 
Chemistry a student must obtain 60 per cent. in Chemistry 10. 
2 lectures, 2 labor atory hours a week: 3 credits. 
Text·b•oks: Dl'ming, General Chemistry (Wiley) ; Belcher and W ill iams, Qunl-
itati"e Analy~is /Houl!hton MifClin ). Dunbar, General Chemi try I Longmans); 
Partin&"lon, Coll<'ge Course of Inorl(anic Chemistry (Macmillan). 
E -10. General and Inorganic Chemistry : - Non-metals, 
metals, and t heir compounds; principles of Qualit ative 
Analysis. 
4 lectures, 6 laboratory hours a week: 4 cr edits each 
semest er. 
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E12a. Qualitative Analysis: - a laboratory course 
covering the principles of Qualitative Analysis. The qualitative 
determination of the common cations, and anions by macro 
methods. 
1 hour lecture and 6 hours laboratory a week for one 
semester. 
Text: Prescott and Johnson'• Qualitative Chemical Analysis (McAlpine and Sowe) 
E12b. Qualative Analysis: - a laboratory course 
covering the principles of the Qualitative Analysis of the com-
mon met.a.ls and acids by semi-micro methods. 
1 hour lecture and 6 hours laboratory a week for one 
semester. 
Text: Semi-Micre Qualitative Analysis, Engelder. 
E22. Quantative Analysis: - a laboratory course cover-
ing_ the principles of Quantative Chemical Analysis by gravi-
me1ric, volmp.etric and precipitation metl'iods; gas analysis. 
Vahous standard methods of the American Society for Testing 
Materials: calculation of Quantitative Chemical Analvsis. 
1 lecture, 6 laboratory hours a week each semes~r: 
3 credits. 
Text.: ~orce McPhail Smith, Quantitati,·e Chemical Analysis: Hamilton and 
Simp1on·, Calculation& of Quantitative Chemical Analysis: A.S. T.M. Committff 
D-2, Methods of Tests Relating to Petroleum Product!!. 
22. Qualitative And Quantitative Analysis: - a labora-
tory coun1e covering the principles of Qualitative and Quanta-
titiYe Analysis. Optional in the Senior Group of the General 
Course. 
1 lecture, 5 laboratory hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 10. 
1\1-22. Same as aboYe, but 4 lectures, 6 laboratory hour~: 
4 credits. 
33. Organic Chemistry: lectures dealing with the ali-
phatic and aromatic hydrocarbons and their dc•rh~atiYes. Pre-
scribed for Home Economics students. 
2 lectures. 3 laboratory hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 10. 22. 
Text-books: Burns, Laboratory Manual in Organic Chemistry. 
Fu~on et al. A Brief Course in Orranic Chen:istry (Wiley). 
M-33. 3 lectures and 6 Lab. Hrs. per week, each semes-
ter. Chemistry of the acylic compounrlR and a brief survey of 
cylic compounds. Chemistry of the cylic compounds with 
readings and assignments on selected topics. 
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44 Physical Chemistry: a descriptive and non-mathema-
tical treatment of the principles which govern reactions in 
chemical systems. 
2 lectures, 3 laboratory hours a week: 31/,2 credits. 
Prerequisites·: Chemistry 10, 22, 33. 
46a. Elementary Biochemistry: prescribed for Home 
Economics students. 
2 lectures, 3 laboratory hours a week: ll/2 credits. 
Text-book: Bodansky, Introduction to Physiological Chemistry (Wiley). 
46b. Applied Biochemistry and Food Analysis: 
1 lecture and 5 laboratory hours a week: ll/2 credits. 
Prerequisites: Chemistry 22, 33. 
Te.'Ct-books: Thorpe.Biochemistry (Churchill). 
Woodman, Food Analysis (McGraw Hill). 
Halliday and Noble, F00tl Chemistry and Cookery (Chicago Presa). 
Department of Classics 
LATIN 
Each student in any of the Latin courses is required to have at least one of the 
following Lati" grammars: Bennett. Allyn and Bacon, Boston; Allen and Greenough, 
Ginn & Co., New York; Gildersleeve and Lodge, Heath & Co .• Boston; and an Ele-
mentary Latin Dictionary, American Book Co. 
General Course students may find Allen's Elementary Latin Grammar (Clarendon 
Press) sufficient. 
10. Selections from Latin Prose and Poetry; composition 
and sight translation. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Grade XII or Middle School Latin. 
Text-books: Bonney and Niddrie, Latin, Prose and Poetry, Port II (Ginn). 
Bonney and Niddrie, Latin Prose Composition {Ginn). 
20. Martial; Pliny; Virgil, Aeneid VI; composition; 
sight translation. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Latin 10 or Upper School Latin. 
Text-books: Kennedy, Martial and Pliny (Cambridge). 
Page, Viriril, Aeneid VI (Macmillan). 
Arnold, Latin Prose Composition {Longmans). 
30. Catullus; Virgil, selections from the Bucolics and 
Georgics; selections from Horace (Odes); Propertius, Tibullus, 
and Ovid; composition and sight translation. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Latin 20. 
Text-books: Page, Horace, Odes (Macmillan). 
Page, Virgil, Bdcolics and Georgica (Macmillan). 
Simpson, Select Poems of Catullus (Macmillan). ... 
Hal'tington, The Roman Elegiac Poets (American). 
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35x. Survey of , Mediaeval Latin: - from the 
death of St. Augustine to the 12th Century; lectures on Latin 
style and culture of the period; syntax and composition. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Text-book: Harrinsrton, Mediaeval Latin. 
GREEK 
1. Elementary Greek: - a pr~paratory course lead-
ing up to the standard of Matriculation (omitting Homer) for 
those who wish to begin the study of Greek after entering the 
University. 
In order that this course may count for credit towards 
a degree Greek must be studied for Lhree years. Arts stud-
ents. on completing this course. ·will take Greek 10 and 20. 
Theological students, on completing this course. will take 
Greek 25x and 35x (pp. 114-5). 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Complete college entrance without Greek. 
Text-books: White, First Greek Book (Ginn). 
Phillpotts and Jeri-am, Easy Selections from Xenophon, Chapters 4, 6 
(Macmillan). 
Colson, Greek Reader, Pt. IV (Macmillan). 
10 Plato, Selected Dialgoues; Colson's 
Part VIII; composition; sight translation. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Grade XII Greek or Greek 1. 
Text-books: Burnet, Plato, Eul)I.Yphro, Apolo,n• and Crito I Oxford). 
Colson, Greek Reader ( Macmillan). 
North and Hillard, Greek ProKe Compoliition (Copp, Clark). 
White, Finl Greek Book I Ginn}. 
20. Plato, Crito; Euripides, Alcestis; Xenophon, Oecono-
micus; Demosthenes, In Cononem;. composition. sight trans-
lation. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Greek 10 or Grade XIII Greek. 
Text-books: Burnet, Plato Euthyphro, A11oloey and Crito (Oxford). 
Sewell, Xenophon, Oeconomicus (Cambridge}. 
Swift, Dtmo!lthtnH, A,ralnst Conon and CallidH (Methuen), 
North and Hillard, Greek Proff Composition ( Copp, Clark}. 
29. Greek Literature In EngliRh Translation: - a 
survey of Greek literature for those without a read-
ing knowledge of Greek. 
1 hour a week: 1 credit. 
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30. Plato, Apology; Aristophanes, Clouds; Homtr, sele~ 
;ions from the Iliad and the Odyssey; lectures on the social 
religious and political life of Athens in the fifth century, B.C.; 
composition; sight translation. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Greek 30. 
Text-1,ooh: Headlam, Euripides, M:edea (Cambridge). 
Pickard, Aeschylus, Prometheus Vinctus (Oxford). 
Jehb, Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus (Cambridge). 
Jebb, Sophocles, Antigone (Cambridge). 
Department of 
Economic and Political Science 
20 Introduction to Economics: the elementary economic 
concepts; production, exchang~. consumption and distribution 
of wealth; money and banking: business cycle; international 
trade; labour problems; public finance; goYernment regula-
tion; the evolution of our economk system and its legal set-
ting at the present time. 
3 hours a week : 3 credits 
Text-book: Logan and Inman. A Social Approach to Economics (Toronto Press). 
28. Introduction to Sociology: first term : an analysis of 
group life. social contacts. social interaction, social forces, so-
cial conflicts. accommodation, assimilation. amalgamation. col-
lective behavior and social control; second term : applied so-
ciology; sociological approach to the study of modern sociai 
problems; social factors of indiddual and grc,up disorganiza-
tion, private and public ameliorative institulions. social case 
work, social legislation, social 1·econstruction, social security, 
social control. 
3 hours a week_: 3 credits. 
30b. Civics: an analysi.3 of Canada's current economic. 
political and sociological probiems: the effect of World War 
II upon the Canadian economy. Lectures, assigned readings 
and reports. 
3 hours a week: 11/2 credits. 
32a. Introduction to Polit ical Science: the state, its ori-
gin, form and activities. and the working of governments, 
particularly those of the United Kingdom. Canada, the United 
States. France and Switzerland. Reference \~7ill also be made 
to the government of the new states of Central Eur ope, 
to the League of Nations and the United Nations. 
3 hours a week: 1¥2 credits. 
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32b. Dictatorships and Socialism: a critical study of 
Socialism. Communism and Fascism.; an examination of the 
economic and political systems of Germany, Italy and the So-
\·iet "Union. 
3 hours a week: 1~ 2 credits. 
33. Money and Banking: 
Part 1. Monetary systems. characteristics and functions 
of money; banking organization and practice; central bank-
ing organization and operation in Canada. United States and 
England; other financial institutions; the principles and mech-
anism of international payments. 
Part 2. Monetary theory, long run thf•ories. short run 
theories; de\·elopment of short run economics, the bullion 
controversy. the banking and currency schools. contemporary 
European monetary theories ; policies and practices of central 
banks; monetary and economic ideals and palliatiYes; econo-
mic equilibrium in international exchange. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
35a. Statistical Methods: an introduction to statistical 
methods applied to Economics; graphical methods and tabula-
tion; frequency distributions; measures of central ten-
dency; measures of variability; probability; the normal curYe; 
correlation. linear, non-linear. partial and multiple; reliability 
and validity; analysis of time series; index numbers. 
3 hours a week: V ~ credits. 
37a. Economic development of Russia: a survey of the 
development of the Russian Nation in its economic. political 
and cultural aspects. 
3 hours a week. first term: 11,~ credits. 
37b. Economic and Political Organization of the Soviet 
Cnion: a surYey of the structure and function of the Soviet 
State. ;md its place in the commumty of nations. 
3 hours a v.eek, second term: 11/i credits. 
38a. Social .Anthropology: a systematic study of the 
nature. form and function of primith·e social groups in their 
natural environment; the genesis and development of social 
institutions and of the various cultural products, such as pri-
mitiYe customs. folkways, mores. religion, art, mythology. 
The course provides a point 0! view and a method for the 
study of the evolution of modern society. 
3 hours a week: 1 % credits. 
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39a. Rural-Urban Sociology: a study of the differentia-
tion and integration of rural and urban populations and an 
analysis of the various factors affecting their social welfare. 
3 hours a week: Vh credits. 
42b. Municipal Affairs: a detailed examination of the 
laws governing municipal government in Ontario; the powers 
of municipal councils and other municipal bodies; assess-
ment and taxation. 
3 hours a week: ll/2 credits. 
Text-book: The Municipal Act. The As~c11~ment Act (Ontario). 
46. Labor, Theory and Problems: the study of the or-
ganized labor movements in Europe, in the United States and 
in Canada; the forms of labor organizations, their economic 
problems; the problems of un~mployment, wages, hours of 
tabor; the problems of child iabor; industrbl accidents. in-
dustrial conflicts, conciliation. mediation. arbitration; the 
trends in modern labor legislation. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
47b. International Relations: the problems arising from 
the absence of world government; economic harmonies and 
conflicts; Nationalism. Milita;:ism. Imperialism; the causes of 
war and the efforts to avoid it; diplomacy, .arbitration, the 
League of Nations, the World Court, International La,-Y, and 
United Nations. 
3 hours a week: 1~ :! credits. 
48a. Population Problems: the history of population 
theories; the quantitative and qualitative aspects of popula-
tion; the problems of race-mixing; the racial capacity for 
progress; race-relations ; population movements, migration, 
invasion. immigration. emigration. the amalgamation of races, 
the problems of eugenics and euthenics. 
3 hours a week: llh credits. 
49b. Crimonology: the causes and the extent of crime: 
critical analysis of the different schools of criminology and 
penology; the methods of treatment of crime; prison work; 
the honor system; self-government; indetermined sentence; 
probation and parole. 
3 hours a week: ll/:2 credits. 
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228. 
232a. 
233. 
Honor Courses 
Identical with 28. 
Identical with 32a. 
Identical with 33. 
251b. Transportation and Commullication: Trade Cen-
tres and Trade Routes ... The course deals with the problem of 
transportation and communication in its geographic. economic, 
and cultural aspects. Main tovics are: analysis and functional 
structure of the trade centre. the geographic bases of trade, 
the world shipping industry, inland waterways, the Great 
Lakes-St. Lawrence problem, competition of transportation 
companies. rate-making theory and practice. highways, air-
ways, communications, and the transportation problem of 
Canada. 
2 hours a ,veek: 1 credit. 
257a. Economic History of Europe: the economic foun-
dations from antiquity, the dev~lopments of 1.he Middle Ages·, 
Mercantilism. the Industrial Revolution. laissez faire and Eco-
nomic Nationalism. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
257b. Economic History of North America: a surYey of 
the geographical and historical conditions which have given 
rise to the current economic problems of the United States 
and Canada. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
259. Economic Geography: its social and commercial aS'-
pects; the course deals with the geographic fa\.!.tors of clim-
ate, soils, natural Yegetation. etc .. in relation to commercial 
production. A systematic approach to the agricultural re-
gions of the world is presented with speciid emphasis on 
North America and the British Empire. Othc!' units of inves-
tigation are: products of the sea. products of the earth's 
crust. products of the forests, production of power. and the 
manufacturing regions of the world. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
350a. Business Cycles: booms and depressions, their 
characteristics and significance, modern theories· and possible 
controls. 
3 hours a week: 111'2 credits. 
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351a. International Trade and Commercial Policies: in-
ternational values, foreign exchange, free trade and protec-
tion, commercial treaties, quotas and exchange controls. 
3 hours a week: llh credits. 
Text-book: Ellsworth, International Economics. 
353a. Business Finance: the promotion of business en-
terprises, types of organization, methods of financing, finan-
cial controls and dividend policies. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
Text-book: Gerstenberg, Financial Organization of Management. 
354a. Agricultural Economics: the place of agriculture 
in economic life, organization for agricultural production, 
factors chiefly responsible for success or failure, independent 
and co-operative marketing of agricultural products, the fin-
ancing of agriculture, government policies and aid. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
363a. Investments: the social significance of invest-
ments. tendencies in saving habits, individual and institutional 
investing, the principles of investments·. analysis and evalua-
tion of securities, tendencies in the merits and worth of secu-
rities. 
3 hours a week: Il/2 credits. 
450a. History of Economic Thought: a survey of the 
history of economic theory. 
3 hours a week: llh credits. 
452a. History of Political Thought: a survey of the de-
velopment of political theory from the classical period to the 
end of the eighteenth century. 
3 hours- a week: llh credits. 
453b. Public Finance: governmental expenditures, rev-
enues, borrowing and debt structures; the shifting and inci-
dence of taxation; government activities and financial policies. 
3 hours a week: 11/2 credits. 
458b. History of Sociological Thought: a survey of the 
development of sociological thought, with emphasis on socio-
logical theories and their relaLion to other social sciences. 
3 hours a week: llh credits. 
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460b. Modern Economic Theory: recent developments in 
pure theory, contemporary economic schools, a critique of 
economic thought. 
3 hours a week: Ilh credits. 
462a. Introduction to Pulllic Administration: a critical 
examination of modern political theories with special emphasis 
on theories of the economic and social functions of the sitate. 
3 hours a week: 11/2 credits. 
462b. Public Administration: social control of business 
enterprise; a general survey of governmental activities aff ec-
ting business; the state as entrepreneur and manager; gov-
ernmental assistance to business; governmental regulation of 
business· in its historical, legal and economic aspects, including 
recent developments in Canada and elsewhere. 
3 hours a week: llh credits. 
478a. Methods of Sociological Research: the types of 
sociological research, the historical, the case method, the sur-
vey, the experimental, the statistical; critical analysis of the 
variom. points of view and approach in sociological studies; 
individual research projects by each student. 
3 hours a week, 1 term: I1h credits. 
490b. Seminar Course: current economic literature, re-
search. 
3 hours a week: I% credits. 
Department of Engineering 
EI. Mechanical Drawing: Free-hand lettering, 
geometrical drawings, screw threads, sections, working draw-
ings, assembly drawings, tracing. 
6 hours a week; first term. 
E-10. Descriptive Geometry (Part 1): - Principal 
views; Auxiliary views; Oblique views; Analysis of struc-
tures; Straight Lines; Curved Lines. 
6 hours a week; second term. 
E-21. Descriptive Geometry (Part 2): - Planes; 
intersections and developments; single curved surfaces; double 
curved surfaces. 
6 hours a week; second term. 
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E-12. Slide Rule: - Study in the use of the slide rule; 
drill in it's use for engineering calculations. 
1 hour a week; first term. 
E-20. Mechanical Drawing: Structural and 
machine drawing; assembly drawing; detail drawings from 
free-hand sketches; developed surfaces and intersections; trac-
ing and blue printing; warped surfaces; shadows, shades, 
lettering. 
6 hours a week. 
E-22. Elementary Surveying: - Two hours lecture 
and three hours laboratory per week. Theory of plane survey-
ing; care and use of instruments. Measurement of cor-
rections for taping; theory of differential levelling and angu-
lar measurements; land surveys; Canadian Pubhc Land Sub-
divisions (which is based on American); measurement of 
angles and distances of a closed traverse; differential and 
profile levelling practice ; understanding of stadia. 
Prerequisite: Trigonometry. 
3 credits. 
Department of English 
10. Shakespeare and Prose Selections. 
A. A critical study of: 
Shakespeare, Richard II; Henry IV, Part II; King 
Lear; The Tempest. 
B. A careful reading of the following plays: 
Shakespeare, Richard Ill; Henry IV, Part I; Much 
Ado About Nothing; 
Dekker, The Shoemaker's Holiday. 
C. A careful reading of selections· in English P1·ose, 
Selected English Essays. 
D. A short history of English literature: older drama 
and prose. 
2 hours a week : 2 credits. 
Text-books: Deighton's Shakespeare l MMmillan), or Kittredve's Shakespeare 
(Ginn), or The Arden Shakespeare (Heath); Swan edition of The 
Tempe~t (Longmans). 
Holzknecht and McClu1e, Selected Plays of Shakespeare, Vol J 
(American). 
Modem Library Shakespeare (Macmillan). 
Dekker, The Shoemaker's Holiday (Dent or Nelson). 
Legouis, History of Engli~h Literature (Oxford). 
Engli~h Prose, I. ll, Ill (Oxford). 
Selectdd En1rlish Essays (Oxford). 
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11. Composition: - the mechanics of writing; exercises 
and essays. 
1 hour a week: 1 credit. 
Text-book: Da\'is, Toward Correct Enrlish (Oi·ofts). 
19. Speech Education: - the principles of public 
speaking in the practical and familiar types of address; the 
purposes of speech, such as exposition. belief. persuasion, and 
entertainment; assignments to test the speaker's· ability to 
select. arrange and deliver extemporaneously and effectively; 
a brief summary of parliamentary procedure. 
1 hours a week: 1 credit. 
Text-book: Hayworth, Public $peaking (Ronald Press). 
20. General Literature: 
present day. from Chaucer to the 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
Text-book11: M<·Cutcheon and Vann. An A uthology of English Literature (Holt). 
Legouis, A Short History of En1dish Literature (Oxford). 
Osgood, The Voice of England (Harper). 
Shake,-pea.1·e, Romeo and Juliet, Kin1r Lear (Ginn). 
Gold!<mith, She Stoops To Conc1uer (Denl). 
Thackeray, Henry Esmond 
Elliot, Adam Bede (Dent). 
21. Composition and Rhetoric: - relation of mate-
rial to style; exercises, essays and conferences. 
I hour a week: 1 credit. 
Prerequisite: English 11. 
30. Nineteenth Century Literature: - from Blake to 
Arnold. 
Essays will be required during the session on subjects 
connected with the literature read in this cours-e. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: English 20, 21. 
Text-books: English Literature of the Romantic Period and the Nineteenth Cen-
tury, Vols. I, II and Ill ( Dept.. of English, Uni\'ersity of Western Ontario). 
Aui.ten, PerRuasion (Nelson). 
Herford, Age of Wordsworth (Bell). 
Scott. Old Mortality. 
Dicken~. Nicholas 1'ickfoby. 
Walker. Age of Tennyson (Bell). 
Hardy, Return of the Nathe (Scribner). 
31. Composition, Practical Exposition: - the methods 
of exposition applied to the report and to the business letter. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
Prerequisite: English 21. 
Text-book: Smart and McKelvey, Business Letters, Re,·ised edition (Hru·per). 
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36. Modern British and American Drama: - A study 
of the leading dramatists with a careful reading of repres~mta-
tive play. Special attention will be paid to dramatic technique 
and practical stagecraft. Optional with English 40 or 48. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
40. Recent English Literature: - poetry since Tennyson 
and prose since Ruskin. Optional with English 36 or 48. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: English 30. 
Text-books English Literature of the Romantic Period and the Nineteenth Cen-
tury, Yob 11 and U (Dept. of English, University of Westerp. On-
tario). 
Untermeyer, Modern British Poetry (Harcourt, Brace). 
Chesterton, The Victorian Age in Literature (Home University 
Library). 
H. G. Wells, Mr. Polly. 
Stevenson. Essays (Macmillan). 
S,haw, Saint Joan (Macmillan). 
Modern Short Stories, (Oxford, World's Classics). 
A. C. Bradley, Poetry for Poetry's Sake (in his Oxford Lecturei'I, 
?,-tacm ill an) . 
Selected Modern English Essays (Oxford). 
Selected Modern English Essays: Second Series (Oxford). 
Essays by Modern Writers, ed R. W. Jepson (Longmans, Green). 
Modern Prose, ed A. J. J. Ratcliffe (Nelson). 
Prose of Our Time, ed A. J. J. Ratcliffe (Nelson). 
F. Swinnerton, The Georgian Scene (Everyrnan's, Dent). 
48. American and Canadian Literature: prose and 
poetry; optional with English 36 and 40 for students in the 
fourth year of the General Course; seminars. Given in alter-
nate years: next in 1946-47. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: English 20. 
Department o f G eology and Geography 
10. General Geology: - Introduction to the geologi-
cal sciences ; geological agents and procE.sses, the structure of 
the earth, geomorphology, earth materials including ores; met-
amorphism and its results, historical geology, paleogeographic 
and life conditions from pre-cambrian to the present. Labora-
tory work will include the identification of common rocks, min-
erals and some ores; the interpretation of topographic maps; 
index fossils. Field trips to points illustrating geological 
phenomena will replace some laboratory periods. 
2 lectures, 3 laboratory hours a week: 3 credits. 
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20. Introduction to Geography: - A study of the 
the natural landscape :weather, climate, land forms, plant and 
animal distribution, soils, resource patterns; the cultural 
elements of the landscape. 
3 lectures a week, one term: 1 Yz credits. 
This course can be taken either first or second term. 
31. Elements of Geography: - The earth as the 
home of man; an analysis of the elements of the natural and 
the cultural landscapes. 
2 lectures a week, one term: 1 credit. 
This course is not open to students who have taken 
Geography 20. 
35. Regional Geography: a systematic approach to the 
study of the human geography of the world The occupance 
of man in the major geographic subdivisions of the world is 
studied from the standpoint of climate, natural vegetation, 
land forms. soil. mineral resources. hydrography, and location. 
Special emphasis is placed upon North America and the Brit-
ish Empire. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
45a. Geography of Canada: the geographic bases of hu-
man occupance in Canada. The regional approach is used to 
discuss the economic, political, and social adjustments to the 
geographic environment. 
3 lectures a week: lYz credits. 
45b. Conservation of Natural Resources: - Conserva-
tion of soil and water resources; forests, parks, and grazing 
lands; wildlife; mineral resources: the conservation 
movement in Canada. 
3 lectures a week: 1 Yz credits. 
Department of German 
General Courses 
1. Elementary German: the work of Grade XII (Middle 
School) or its equivalent is covered. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Text-books: Schinnerer. Beginning German ( AltPrnate E<iition, MacmiJlan), 
Kastner, Emil und die , Detekthe (Holt). 
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10. Intermediate German: the work of Grade XIII (Up-
per School) or its equivalent 1s covered. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
M-10 4 hours: 4 credits. 
Prerequisite: Grade XII (Middle School) German or Ger-
man 1. 
Text-booJcs: Schinnerer. Continuinir Geiman (Macmillanl. 
Froschel, Himmel, meine Schuhel (Heath). 
Kutner, Die ,erschwundcne l'tfiniatur (Heath). 
Hagboldt. Eulenspie&'el and Munchhausen (Heath). 
Von deutscher Sprache und Dichtung (Heath). 
20. Advanced German: translation from modern literary 
German, grammar, dictation, conversation. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Grade XIII l Upper School) German or Ger-
man 10. 
Text_booh: Coenen, Auf hoherer Wartt> I lwynRI :,ml Hitchcock). 
Ernst, Flachsmann als Erzieher I Ginn). 
1-'ulda, Hohensonne (Prentice-Hall). 
Corbett and Eichele, Classified Revision Exercises in German (Harrop). 
30. Outline of Modern German Literature: from Roman-
ticjsm to the present. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
Prerequisite: German 20. 
Text-books: The Oxford Book of German Verse. 
Tieck, Der blonde Eckbert and Die schone 'la~lonc ( .\lllllcton-Century) 
Grillparzer, Web dem, der lugt (Oxford). 
Keller, Die drei gercchten Kammacher (Heath). 
Sudermnnn, Frau Sorl(e (Heath). 
Hauptmnnn, Einsame Menschen f Holt). 
Mann, Tonio Kroger (Crofts) 
31. Grammar: dictation, conversation. 
1 hour a week: 1 credit. 
Prerequisite: German 20. 
Text-book: Moriran and Mohme, German Review Grammar and Composition (Heath). 
40. Outline of Classical German Literature: 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
Prerequisite: German 30. 
Text-books: The Oxford Book of German Verse. 
Goethe.Goh: von Berlichinl(en (Ginn). 
GIX'the, lphil(enie (Ginn). 
Goethe, Faust (Part 1) (Heath). 
Schiller, Wallenstein (Holt). 
41. Grammar: prose composition, conversation. 
1 hour a week: 1 credit. 
Prerequisite: German 31. 
Text-book: Cochran, Practical German Review Gra:.nmar (Prentice-Hall). 
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Department ol Hiatory 
14. History of the Americas: a study of the rise and 
growth of the various· American nations and their relations 
with one anothP.r, against their respective geographical, eco-
nomic and cultural backgrounds. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
20a. Mediaeval History: lectures, preseribed reading anti 
essays: events and movements in continental Western Eu-
rope from the late days of the Roman Empire to the end of 
the Hundred Years' War in France, to the period of the Gold-
en Bull in Germany and in Italy to the time of the A vignon 
Captivity. The chief topics are the decline of the Roman 
State, the Germanic migrations and kingdoms, the Carolingian 
State, Feudalism, the Church, Towns, the Holy Roman Em-
pire. the developing states. 
3 hours a week: 11,4 credits. 
Text-book: Stephenson, MedieYaJ Hl•tory (Harper). 
20b. The Renaissance and the Reformation: lectures, 
prescribed reading and essays : under the Renaissance will be 
considered the changing attitude toward life, manifesting it-
self in the new intellectualism, art, science in Italy, Germany 
and France in particular; th~ Reformation in Germany and 
Switzerland. 
3 hours a week: 11,4 credits. 
Text-book: Lucu, The Renalqance and the Reformation (Harper). 
31. History of Canada: lectures. prescribed reading and 
essays. A survey from the beginning of the French Regime 
to the present. 
2 hours· a week: 2 credits. 
Text-book: Wittke, History or Canada I L<ingmane). 
33a. The Development of Self-Government in the British 
Empire-Commonwealth: lectures, prescribed reading and re-
ports. The lectures will be grouped under the following 
heads: the breakdown of the old Colonial System and Policy; 
British Colonial Policy at the beginning of the N ineteenth...Cen-
tury ; the Colonial Reformers and the application of their ideas 
to Canada and to Australasia; the evolution of self-govern-
ment in Canada. Australasia, South Africa and India; the 
growth of colonial nationalism and autonomy, culminating in 
the achievement of Dorninion status ; the constitution of the 
Dominion of Canada. of the Australian Comm<>nwealth, of the 
Union of South Africa, of the Irish Free State and of India. 
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3 hours a we~k: llh credits. 
Text-booke: Knnplund, The British Empire, 1815-19J9. 
Robinl-On, De,elopmenl of the British Empire. 
Egerton, Federations and Lnions in the British Empire. 
Egerton, Short History of the British Colonial Policy. 
Ei:?erton. British Colonial Policy in the 20th Century. 
Scott, Short History of Australia. 
J:o'airbridge, History of South Africa. 
Currey, British Colonial Policy. 
36a. Modern History ( 1555-1830) : lectures. prescribed 
reading and essays. The period from 1555 to 164.8 will be cov-
ered only to outline the proper background for the Treaties of 
Westphalia, which provides- th<' setting for modern European 
History. The French Revolution and the e:ra of Napoleon 
will be studied as a part of the revolutionary developments of 
the modern world which made the eighteenth century a sort 
of half-way house between mediaeval times and the present. 
3 hours a week: ll, i credits. 
Text-book~: Haye!< A Political and Cultural History of Modtrn Europe, 1500-1830, 
Vol I (Macmillan) . 
.rtobin,c.on and Beard, Readini:s in Modern European History, Vol. I 
(Ginn). 
She1,herd, Atlas of Medieval and l\todern Hhtory (Holt). 
36b. Modern History (18:-l0-1933): lectures. prescribed 
reading and essays: the gr0\1:th of nationalism and democ-
racy in Europe; political and social reform; scientific, social 
and economic mo\·ements ; the colonial and commercial ex-
pansion of the European nations as the background of the 
First World War; the peace r.ettlements; post-war interna-
tional problems. 
3 hours a week: 11 ::? credn,s. 
Text.-book><: Schapiro, Modern and <:on temporary European History ( Houghton, 
Mifflin) or Hayes, A l'olilical and Cultural History of Modern 
Europe, 1830-193;;, Yol II. 
Robinison and Beard, Readings in Modern European History, Vol. II 
(Ginn). 
SheJ>herd, Atlas of Medic,·al and ModCTn Hi;tory (Holt). 
44. History of the United States: the colonial period, 
the revolution, making of the constitution, westward develop-
ment, the slavery struggle, the Civil War. reconstruction and 
later political history to the present day; the character of 
federal and state governments. The period to the Civil War 
will be covered in the first term and the period since the Civil 
War in the second term. 
Lectures, prescribed reading and essays. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
Text-book: Muzzey. Histor,· of the American People. 
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45. Mediaeval, Renaissance and Reformation History, 
and the Wars of Religion: lectures, essays and prescribed read-
ing. The course is a condensation of History 20a and 20b, 
with the addition of the Wars of Religion. It may not be 
chosen by a student who has• credit for History 20. 
3 hours a week: 111:? credits. 
Text.-book: Ferguson an<l Brunn, A Sun ey of European Civilization ( Houghton, Mif!lin). 
46b. Modern History: a rapid survey cours·e of Continen-
tal Europe from the Wars of Religion to the Peace Settlement 
following the World War (1648-1925). This course may not 
be chosen by a student who has credit for History 36. 
3 hours a week: 1;'2 credits. 
Text-book'. See History 4"5a. 
Honour Courses 
236a. 110DERN HISTORY (1555-1830): for details, see 
History 36a. Honor students will be required to do special 
reading and reports in this course. 
3 lectures and a seminar a week: 1 !~ credits. 
Prerequisites: Junior Group 3, p. 57. 
Text-books: Haye,, \ Political and Cult urn I Hi>'tory of Modern Europe. 1500-
1:--Joi, Vol. I (Macmillan). 
Uobinson and Beard, Readings in Modern European History, Vol. I (Ginn). 
236b. ::\IODERN HISTORY (1830-1933): for details of 
course see History 36b. Honor students will be required to do 
special reading and reports in this course. 
3 lectures and a seminar a week: 1 1, ? credits. 
Prerequisite: Junior Group 3, p. 57'. -
Text-bo:iks: Ha,e•, \ Poli· ical nn<l Cultural History o( ~1odern Europe, 1830· 
Hl35, Vol. JI. 
Robinson and Beard, Rea«linll'"' in Modern History, Vol. II. 
257. Ancient Civilization : the Near East. Greece and Rome. 
3 hours a ,veek. lectures and seminars: 3 credits. 
Text-book: Smith nnd Moorhead, A Short Histor) o! the Ancient World (,\ppleton-Century). 
331 History of Canada: a survey from the beginning of 
the French Regime to the present; lectures, prescribed reading 
and essays. 
Students in this course will be expected to do wide reading in 
The Cambridge History of the British Empire, Vol. VI; The 
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Chronicles of Canada; The Makers of Canada; Canada and 
its Provinces; works on economic history, and standard biog- I 
raphies. 
3 hours a week, lectures and seminars: 3 credits. 
333a. The Development of Self-government in the 
British Empire-Commonwealth: - for details, see History 33a. 
Honor students will be required to do special reading and re-
ports in this course. 
3 lectures and a seminar a week: 1 ! 2 credits. 
353b. Colonial and British Imperial History. - the Old 
Colonial System of Spain, Portugal, France, Holland and the 
First British Empire; the dependent British Empire of today 
and some of its problems. 
3 hours a week, lectures and seminars: 1 % credits. 
354b. History of Latin America: - Optional with 353. 
3 hours a week: 11 2 credits. 
356b. International Relations and \Vorld Problems: 
1918 to the present. 
3 hours a ,~.eek, lectures and seminars: 1 Yz credits. 
444. History of the United States: see History 44; pre-
scribed for students of the fourth year in the Honor Course 
in History: lectures, prescribed reading and essays. 
3 hours a week, lectures m1d seminars, 3 credits. 
452a. History Of European Society and Institutions: -
this course deals primarily with the social and constitutional 
history of England to 1660 and empha~izes the use of docu-
ment::. 
3 hours a ,vcck, lectures and seminars: 1 % credits. 
455. British Political Parties: - the rise of the 
Tory and Whig Parties; the ReYolution of 1688; the Tory Re-
action in the reign of Anne; the "Reign of Whigs''; the experi-
ment in personal goYernment of George III; the disruption of 
the old \Vhig Party ; the new Tory Party under Pitt; the 
growth of Parliamentary Reform and Free Trade; Peel and 
Liberal ConserYatism; Disraeli and Democratic Toryism; 
Gladstone and Modern Liberalism ; the Irish Parliamentary 
Party; the Unionist Party; the Labour-Socialist Party. 
3 hours a week, lectures and seminars: 3 credits. 
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References: Traill, Sha{te~bury. 
Morley, Walpole. 
Will iams, Life of William Pitt, Earl of Chatharu. Newman, Edmund Burke. 
Drink" ater, Charles James Fox. 
Ro~ebery, Pitt. 
Th ursfield, Peel. 
Morie>, Cobden. 
Froude, Beaconsfield. 
Morley, Life of Gladstone. 
460b. History of European Society and Institutions: -
primarily Continental Europe to 1648: complimentary to 452. 
3 hours a \\·eek, lectures and seminars : 1,% credits. 
465a. Tudor And Stuart Eng1and : - optional with 452. 
3 hours a week, lectures and seminars: 1 % credits. 
Department of Library Science 
10a. The Use of Books and Libraries: lectures and ex-
ercises on the use and arrangement of the card catalogue, 
standard reference books, bibliography, perioJicals and perio-
dical indexes. Prescribed fo .. · all students in the first year. 
1 hour a week : .t :! credit. 
Text-book; Campbell and \\·clling, Lib1a1·y Sdence for Cenadians. 
Department of Mathematics 
10a. Algebra: functions and their graphs. quadratic equa-
tions. ratio and proportion, ,·ariation. progressions. interest and 
annuities, permutations and combinations. bh:omial theorem. 
3 hours a week: I }~ credits. 
Prerequisite: Grade XII (l\liddle School) :Mathematics. 
Te xt-book: Brink, Algebra, College Course I ~\.rplcton-Century), 
ElOa. Additional problems: 4 hours per week: 4 Remester 
credits. 
12b. .Analytic Geometry: the point, straight line. circle, 
parabola, ellipse. with an introduction to the hyperbola; ap-
plication to curve of flight and to reflectors. 
3 hours a week: 1,Vi credits. 
Prerequisite: Grade XII (Middle School) Mathematics·. 
and Grade XIII Algebra or :Mathematics 10a. 
Text-book: Dw-ran1 and Kiul,"-ton, .\ ~ew Analytic Geometry (Macmillan}. 
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text. 
18a. Plane Trigonom~try: - Chapter I - IX in the 
3 hours a week: 1 % credits. 
Prerequisite: Grade XII (Middle School) Mathematics. 
Text-book: Brink, Plane Trigonometry ( \1>1>lcton-O,nLury). 
22a. Analytic Geometry: - translation and rotation 
of axes, reduction of equations of se;conci degree to standard 
forms. polar co-ordinates. parametric equations, introductions 
to analytic geometry of three dimensions. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 10a and 12b or Grade XIII 
(Upper School) Algebra and Geometry. 
Tex· -book~: Sisam, Analytic Geome•r:, (Holt). 
24. Calculus: - elements and practical applications. 
2 hours a week first term, 4 hours a week second term: 3 
credits. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 10a and 12b or Grade XIII 
(Upper School) Algebra and Geome:try. 
Tut-book. Middlemi~~. DiCCerential and Integral Calculu,i (McGraw-Hill). 
29a. Descriptive Astronomy: - A surYey course 
the constellations; shape, size and motions of the earth ; the 
moon; eclipses; time; the solar system; the planets; commets 
and meteors; the sun; evolution of solar system; the stellar 
universe. EYening obserYations. The lectures will be illustrated 
with lantern slides and models. This course is not mathematical 
Also in Summer School. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
Text-books: Skilling aml Richa1·d~on, Aslronom> I HolL). 
Kin~~ton, An Eas) Pocket Star-Gui-le for Beginners. 
31a. Statistics: - Fundamental concepts of statis-
tics with special emphass on topics that find frequent applica-
tion to biological (medical) fields; nature and scope of statis-
tical methods. 
2 hours a week, first term : 1 credit. 
38b. Astronomical Navigation: - The trigonometric 
functions; an introduction to spherical trigonom-
etry. the celestial sphere and its co-ordinate systems; the re-
lation of longitude and time; the determination of latitude and 
longitude; position lines and flxes; the Marcq St. Hilaire 
Method. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 29a. 
261a. Synthetic Solid Geometry. 
2 hours a week. 1 credit. 
Text-book: Wentworth and Smith, Solid Geometry (Ginn). 
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Department of Psychology 
Offered by Assumption College only. 
20x. Introduction to Psychology: problems, 
division and methods of psychology; relation and elements of 
experimental and rational. theoretical and applied, individual 
and social psychologies; the field of abnormal psychology; a 
brief survey of the main ideas in the history of psychology. 
Lectures, prescribed reading and essays. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
35x. Experimental Psychology: introduction to labo-
ratory techniques in psychology; general notion of psycholo-
gical measurements; measu1 ing instruments and their uses; 
elements of statistical procedure; laboratory study of processes 
relating to motor aptitudes, aesthetic j udgment and learning. 
2 lecture hours. 2 laboratory hours a week: 3 credits. 
36x. Genetic and Educational Psychology: the unfolding 
of man's faculties; the deYelopment and function of habits; 
motor, sensory, perceptual, emotional, intellectual and moral 
development; the characteristics of infancy, childhood, adol-
escence and adulthood; the growth of personality: general 
tendencies and indiYidual differences, persistent problems of 
education; a brief critical survey of the leading modern sys-
tems of education. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
37xa. Theory and Construction of Mental Tests: dis-
cussion of basic considerations in mental measurements; de-
scription and evaluation of typical mea.:rnring instruments and 
their uses; detailed study of tests of early childhood, achieve-
ment, intelligence, motor tests and appraisals of artistic abil-
ity, interests and attitudes; consideration of persistent prob-
lems in the field of menal measurement. 
3 hours a week: 1 Yz credits. 
A number of laboratory hours will also be an-anged. 
37xb. Statistical Methods in Psychology: rei:iew of ele-
mentary techniques such as graphying and tabulation; meas-
ures of central tendency, variability and relationship of vari-
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ables; application of the normal curve to psychological data; 
reliability of measures; statistical prediction. 
3 hours a week: 1 % credits. 
38x. Advanced Experimental Psychology: a laboratory 
study of such processes as sensation, perception, reaction 
times, emotional and thought processes. 
2 lecture hours, 2 laboratory houra a \\'eek: 3 credits. 
44x. History of Psychology: an estimation of the con-
tribution of ancient, mediaeval and early modern philosophers 
to psychology; a critical examination of some important mod-
ern systems of psychology; Introspectionism, Functionalism, 
Behaviorism, Purposivism, Gestalt Psychology, Psycho-
analysis. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
46x. Applied Psychology: the applications of psychology 
to the problems of education; the learning process; behavior 
problems in the school; student placement and progress; 
achievement tests; curricular problems; deviations in educa-
tional development; appraisal of teaching efficiency; Person-
nel work; vocational selection and guidance ; training of 
workers; labor relations; advertising; salesmanship. Appli-
cation of psychology to medicine, law, religious education, 
politics, aesthetics. General problems in human adjustment. 
2 hou1·s a week: 2 credits. 
49xb Social Psychology: the social activities of living 
beings in response to their social enYironmcnt; the social, cul-
tural setting and psychological foundations of social behavior; 
the conditioning of personality by the family and other 
groups; types of prejudice; leadership and prestige; the mob; 
mental epidemics; propaganda; public opinion. 
3 hours a week: 1 Yi credits. 
On option special lectures will be provided in mental 
hygience, abnormal psychology and industrial pyschology re-
lating to the personnel problems leading local industries. 
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I Department of Philosophy 
13x. Rational Foundations of Religion : philosophy of 
religion; religious and scientific belief; theism and atheism; 
nature of man; moral responsibility and end. 
2 hours a week : 2 credits. 
30x. Introduction to Philosophy: problem, division and 
method of philosophy; the relation of philosophy to the spe-
cial sciences and theology; the principles of natural philos-
ophy, metaphysics, epistemology and moral philosophy; an 
outline of the main tendencies in the history of philosophy. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
31x. Logic : simple apprehension, judgment, reasoning; 
idea and term; proposition; definition; dh-ision; categories 
and predicables; deductive reasoning; rules, modes and figure;j 
of syllogism; fallacies in argument; inductive reasoning: ob-
servation, experiment, description, analysis, synthesis, statis-
tical procedure, ·verification; a brief introduction to the 
history of logic. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
34xb. The Philosophy of Democracy: the meaning of 
democracy; ways in which it can be achieved; arguments for 
and against democracy. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
37x. History of Greek Philosophy: a study of the con-
tributions made to philosophy by the Pre-Socratic thinkers, 
Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, the Epicureans, the 
Alexandrian School and Plotinus. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
40x. Philosophical Ideas in Modern English Literature: 
a critical discussion of some of the important philosophical 
ideas which are found in or have influenced English prose 
and poetry. 
2 hours a ·week : 2 credits. 
41xa. Metaphysics: being; the transcendental attributes 
of being; analogy ; essence and exist~nce; act and potency; 
necessity and contingency; the principles of casuality and 
sufficient reason. 
3 hours a week : 1 % credits. 
41xb: Natural Theology: God's existence; the divine 
attr ibutes; consen·ation and providence; the idea of God in 
t he history of philosophy. 
3 hours a week: 1 ;/2 credits. 
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42xa. Ethics: man's ultimate goal; the moral character 
of human acts; external, natural and positiYe law; right rea-
son; conscience; habits, virtues and Yices; general notions 
of right and duty. 
3 hours a week: 1 % credits. 
42:xb. Social Philosophy: the nature and function of 
society ; the common good ; justice, friendship and freedom ; 
authority, government, constitution and legislation; the per-
son, family, priYate organizations and the state. 
3 hours a week: 1 % credits. 
43xa. Epistemology: pre-scientific and scientific knowl-
edge; the sensible and intelligible \'alue of experience; the de~ 
grees of abstraction; the nature and function of concepts; 
the metaphysical foundation of ,judgment; truth opinion and 
belief; a brief re\·iew of the most important tendencies in 
the theories of knowledge. 
3 hours a week: 1 % credits. 
43xb. Philosophy and Special Sciences: the rise of the 
special sciences and their reaction on philosophical speculation: 
the gradual eYolution of scientific hypothesis (law and theory) ; 
mathematization in the special sciences: the object matter and 
hierarchy of the special sciences. Required reading: select-
ions from the works of the founders of the special sciences. 
3 hours a week: 1 % credits. 
44xa. Theories of World Society: a historical and philo-
sophical study of suggested principles for a world society; 
the theories of the Jews, Alexander the Great, the Stoics 
(especially Seneca, l\.Iarcus Aurelius), St. Augustine, Orosius, 
Charlemagne, Otto Yon Freisung, Hugh of St. Victor, John 
of Salisbury, Roger Bacon, Dante, Aegidius Romanus, Mar-
siglio of Padua, Jean Jeandan, Nicolaus Cuzanus, Campanella, 
Leibnitz, the Liberal economists, Comte, Marx; contemporary, 
tenets ; an integral Yiew of world society. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
44xb. Humanism and the Renaissance: a historical and 
philosophical study of the humanist ideas inherited by the 
Renaissance; the humanism of Cicero, Quintillian, St. Augus-
tine, poets, historians, scholars, educators, philosophers, and 
theologians of the early l\Iiddle Ages ; Hrodzwita, Gerbert of 
Auriac, Fulbert of Chartres, Bernard and Thierry of Chartres, 
Rupert of Doetz, Hugh of St. Victor, Bernardus Sylvestria, 
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Alanus de Insulius Hildebert, Otta von Freisung, Adam of St. 
Victor, Alexander of N eckam, John of Salisbury, Henri D' Aille. 
Johannes de Garlandia, Roger Bacon, Vincent of Beauvais, 
Jean Gerson, Nicola de Clemange, Fiche, Guillaume Baude. 
Gerard Grote, Thomas a Kempis. Erasmus. Petrarch, Salutati, 
Poggio, Lorenzo Valla, Chrysolarus, Ficino; integral human-ism. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
45xa. The History of Political Philosophy: ancient, me-
diaeval and modern political thought. 
3 hours a week: lYz credits. 
45xb Contemporary Political Philosophy: political phil-
osophy after Hegel; fundamental assumptions underlying 
present day political movements. 
3 hours a week: 1 Yz credits. 
46xa. Aesthetics: the beautiful and the fine arts ; 
aesthetic enjoyment; natural talent, education and rules in 
art; imitation, thesis and emotion; the ingenuousness of the 
work of art and the human end of the artists; the material 
conditions and the spiritual value \.if art, prudence and 
wisdom ; Christian art; a brief review of the history of aes-
thetic theories. Prescribed reading in the history of the fine 
arts. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
46xb. Contemporary Philosophy: neo-idealism; pragma-
tism; positivism; ne0-realism; neo-scholasticism. Lectures. 
reports and discussions. 
2 hours a week; 1 credit. 
47x. History of Modern Philosophy: the breakdown of 
Mediaeval philosophy ; the philosophy of the Renaissance ; 
Cartesian mathematicism, spiritualism and jdealism; Brit-
ish empiricism and physchologism; German idealism; utilita-
rianism, relativism. evolutionism. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
48x History of Mediaeval Philosophy: earlv Christian 
philosophy; Patristic thought; Arabian and J e\vish philoso-
phy; exaggerated realism. nominalism, conceptualism; Scho-
lastic philosophy; Augustinism, Latin Averroism. :Mediaeval 
N'eo-Platonism and sensism. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
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49xa. The Concept of Nature: the hylomorphic theory 
of change : matter and form as nature; natural and forced 
motions; nature and art; the order and attributes of natures. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
Department of Physical Education 
Courses for Men 
A student may elect one from each of the following Au-
tumn and Winter groups. and. if his performance justifies it, 
he will receive credit for the prescribed or elective work of his 
year. 
Autumn: Rugby, soccer, track, horseback riding, training 
in the Armed Services. 
Winter: Boxing and wrestling, hockey, basketball, swim-
ming, gymnastics, badminton. first aid, fencing, training in 
the Armed Services. 
11. Physical Education: - required of all men except 
veterans in the first year : one elective autumn activity 
and one elective winter activity. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
21. Physical Education: - r equired of all men 
except veterans in the second year; one elective autumn activ-
ity and one elective winter actiYity. 
2 hours a week: 1 credit. 
TRAINING IN THE ARMED SERVICES: - Students 
Veterans excepted, who are physically fit must, on registra-
tion, affiliate themselves with one of the two armed services, 
that is, (1) with the army through the Canadian Officers' 
Training Corps (C.O.T.C.), (2) with the Royal Canadian Navy 
through the University Naval Training Division (U.N.T.D.). 
Students will be enrolled as cadets in the C.O.T.C., and ordinary 
seamen in the U.N.T.D. Suitable candidates in each service 
will be selected and trained for commissioned rank. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CREDIT FOR VETERANS: -
Veterans are exempt from the required Physical Education 
of the first and second years. Credit will be given, however, 
upon completion of the requirements noted above. 
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Department of Physics 
All students taking laboratory work in Physics must pay a deposit 
:>f five dollars to the Bursar to cover breakage. Any surplus will be 
refunded at the end of the college year. 
M-IOa. Physics: - General Physics : covers Mechanics and Heat. 
3 lectures, 6 laboratory hours: 4 credits. 
l\T-IOb. Physics: - General Phy..;ies: Light, Sound, Elec-tricity and l\.Iagnetism. 
3 lectures, 6 laboratory hours: 4 credits. 
10. Mechanics and Heat: - a survey prescribed for 
students- intending to major in some branch of science: dem-
onstrations and laboratory exe1·cises covering the following 
principal topics: systems of measurement; laws· of uniformly 
accelerated motion; elementary analytic statics; rotational 
motion; simple harmonic motion; hydrostatics and hydrody-
namics-; surface tension ; viscosity; osmosis; thermometry; 
temperature and its effects; gas laws; calorimetry; change 
of state; vapor pressure; hygrometry; elementary kinetic 
theory; first and second laws of thermodynamics., reversible 
cycles. 
2 lectures. 2 laboratory hours a week: 3 credits. 
Text-Books: Duncan and Starling.Dynamics. 
Duncan and Starling, Heat. 
Saunders. A Suncy of Phnic~. 
E-10. General Physics: - Lignt, Sound, Electricity 
and Magnetism, etc. 
4 lectures and 4 laboratory hours a week: 5 credits. 
11. Physical Science: lectures, demonstration, 
laboratory exercises and tutorial groups, designed (1) to pre-
sent an historical review of the development of the physical 
sciences, with emphasis on principles rather than facts: (2) 
to de\·elop some of the practical applications- of physical 
science in the modern world; (3) to outline the present trends 
in science and to explain the point of view of science toward 
some of the problems of human existence. Optional in .Junior 
Groups 2. 3. 4 and in Senior Group B. 
4 class hours a \veek, allotted to the discretion of the 
staff: 3 credits. 
Text-book: Richards, The Unh'erse Sun·e>·ed. 
21. Advanced Survey Course: - supplementary to Physical Science 11. 
2 lectures, 3 laboratory hours a week: 31;2 credits. 
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Department ol Religious Knowledge 
llx. Religious Knowledge: - Lectures, prescribed 
reading. Revelating in general; pre-Christian revela-
tion; Christian revelation; foundation and marks of the Church 
nature of God; the Trinity; creation; redemption. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
1e."<t.-book: St. Thomas, Compendium Theologiae. 
21x. Religious Knowledge: The dogmatic and 
moral teachings of the Catholic Church: Grace, the Sacra-
ments, Christian morality, basis of morality, duties towards 
God, duties towards our neighbor, capital and labor. Lectures 
and prescribed reading. 
2 hours a week. 2 credits. 
Text-book: Knox, The Belief of Catholics. 
30x. APOLOGETICS: - Lectures and prescribed read-
ing. De vera religione; religion in general; revealed religion; 
Dlvinity of the Christian religion. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
Text-book: Tanqucrey, Synopsi~ Thcolosdac Do~maticae, Vol. 1. 
3lx. HISTORY OF LITURGY I : - Definition of liturgy; 
survey of expression of social consciousness in worship from 
Aspostolic to modern times; age of persecution; the Roman 
mind and worship; Hellenistic influences in worship; the bar-
barian impact; mediaeval social piety; the Renaissance and 
Reformation as regards worship; modern communal attitudes 
towards worship. Lectures, readings and seminars. 
1 hour a week: 1 credit. 
Text-book: Ellard, Christian Life and Worship. 
40x. CATECHETICS: - Application of modern peda-
gogical principles to the teaching of religion; methods, devices, 
aids, the Munich Method. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
Text-books: Bennett, Manual of Catechetics. 
Coop"r, Religion Outlines !or COileges, Course IV. 
41x. History of Liturgy II: - Sociology of worship 
up to the death of Christ; primitiYe religious worship. 
social worship among the Babylonians, Egyptians, ancient 
Chinese, Hindus, etc.; religion in classical times; the Old Tes-
tament; the historical books, the prophets, etc., up to and in-
cluding the Messiah. 
1 hours a week: 1 credit. 
Text-books: The Bible. 
Seisenherger. Practical Handbook of the Study of the Bible, 
Muntsch, Cultural Anthropolon. 
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Department of Romance Languagea 
FRENCH 
General coune students may, with the consent o! the Head of lhe Department. 
:?lel'l French 271, 381 and 491 as optional credits towaTds graduation. 
10. Intermediate French: grammar, dictation, 
translation, memorization of short poems. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Text-books: '.Parker, French Practice Book (Heath). 
Fite. Four Contemporary One-Act Plays (Heath). 
About, La mere de Ja rnarc1uise !Heath). 
20. Advanced French: - Grammar, translation, free 
composition, oral practice. 
3 hours a week : 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: French 10 or Grade XIII French. 
Text-book~: Brown. Handbook of E\'erJ day French /Macmillan). 
FranC'e, Le Line de mon Ami (Heath). 
Deval, Tornritch (Holt). 
30. Outline of French Literature ( origins to 1700 A.D.). 
3 hours a \Veek: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: French 20. 
Text-book: Steinhauer and 'Walter, Omnibus of French Literature, Volume I 
!Macmillan). 
39. Outline of French Literature in English. For students 
in the Honor English Course who have no reading knowledge 
of French. Elective also in the General Course, Senior Group B. 
1 hour a week: 1 credit. 
Text-book: Guyer, The :\lain Stream of French Literature (Heath). 
40. Outline of French Literature (1700 A.D. to the 
present time). 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: French 30. 
Text-book: Steinhauer and \Valter, Omnibus of French Literature, Vols. I and II (Macmillan). 
45. Scientific French: - the reading of scientific 
French. from text-books and journals, supplemented by read-
ing in the special field of research of each student. 
1 hour a week: 1 credit. 
Prerequisite: French 10 or Grade XIII French. 
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ITALIAN 
10. Elementary Course: - grammar, pronunciation, 
translation of simple texts. 
3 or 4 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Text-books: Russo,1-'irst \ ear Italian I Heath). 
Goggio, A :Sew Italian Reader for Be«inners (Heath). 
Go~i,do. Sis: Ea11y Italian, Pia, 11 I H,•ath). 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Italian 20. 
20. Intermediate Italian: 
translation of modern Italian. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Review of grammar, 
Prerequisite: Italian 10 or its equiYalent. 
Text-books: Cioffari,Italian Re,·iew Grammar <Heath). 
Delcddn, Marianna Sirca I Heath). 
Pirandello, Co11i e ae ,·I pare ( Heath) 
Cantan•lla and Richards, Deid nOvelle contemporance ( Holt). 
Marinoni, Vita italiana I Holt). 
30. Outline Of Italian Literature And Civilization: 
Composition, translation, history of literature. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Italian 20. 
'fcxt-books: Marinoni and Passarelli, Andiamo In Italia ! Holt}. 
Oxford BOok of Itahan Verse. 
Alffori, La Congiure dei Pazzi (Heath). 
Goldoni, La Locandiera ( Holt I. 
Pelli<-o, Le Mie pri«ioni (Heath). 
Manxoni, I promisai spoai I Heath). 
SPANISH 
1 Elementary Spanish. grammar, translation, dicta. 
tion, oral practice. 
3 or 4 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: admission requirements. 
Text-books: Dale and Bergin, Spanish Grammar (The Ronald Press}. 
Mapes and l,01iez-Morillas, Y ,·a de caento (Ginn). 
Hall and Onate. 1''lrat Spanirh Graded Reader (Thomas Y. CroY.el. 
Co.). 
10. Intermediate Spanish: grammar, translation, com-
position, oral practice. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Spanish 1 or its equivalent. 
Te."l:t-books: Hill!!, Ford, Rivera. Brief Spanish Grammar for Colle•e• (Heath). 
Kast.en and Neale-Sil\•a, Lectaraa amenaa (Harper). 
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20. Advanced Spanish: grammar review, composition, 
translation, oral practice. 
3 hours a week: 3 credits. 
Prerequisite: Spanish 10 or its equivalent. 
Te:s.t-books: Sim~ and Switzer, Repaso y compoi,icion ( Heath). 
'''ilkins, Omnibu~ of .'.\lodern Spanish Pros~ lDoubleday, Doran). 
30. Identical with 230. 
31. Identical with 231. 
230. Spanish Drama since the 17th Century: lectures, 
reading, discussion, reports. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
Prerequisit~: Spanish 20. 
231. Commercial And Industrial Spanish: - Grammar, 
composition. 
2 hours a week: 2 credits. 
Prerequisite: Spanish 20. 
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DIPLOMA COURSE IN 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND 
PERSONNEL PROBLEMS 
For teachers. social workers and all those who have to I 
deal \vith personnel problems in industry, business or any 
other field of endeavor. 
This course has been inaugurated at Assumption College 
to meet a persistent demand for scientific training in voca-
tional and educational guidance and personnel problems. Fore-
most among those who emphasize the need for the establish-
ment of a department at colleges and universities to prepare 
educational and vocational guides are educators, school board 
officials, industrialists, business men and public authorities. 
The Diploma Course in Vocational Guidance and Person-
nel Problems equips its students with knowledge and training 
necessary for assisting persons to choose their occupations; 
to guide and counsel those who seek to discover their abilities; 
to inform applicants about problems and fields of education 
and employment. and establishment. maintenance and con-
duct of effective and harmonious relations between employers 
and employees in diverse sorts of enterprise. The problem of 
vocational guidance and personnel management is primarily, 
though not exclusively, one of human relations. This course 
will consider occupational and educational problems from the 
point of view of human personality. together with the neces-
sary technical and mechanical details. 
The Diploma Course will be conducted by the members· 
of the Faculty of Assumption College. A certain number of 
periods will be arranged for discussion and consultation with 
prominent educators. industrialists, engineers, business men 
and personnel managers from Windsor and Detroit. 
Senior Matriculation Diploma constitutes the requirement 
for admission. Those who do not possess Senior Matricula-
tion Diplomas may be admitted to the Course if they are 
found by the Registrar in an interview or written application 
able to pursue effectively the prescribed studies. 
The Diploma Course can be completed within one year 
in residence at the College (with additional subjects), or in 
about three summer courses, or in a combination of two sum-
mer courses and a series of evening courses in winter. 
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Those ·who work towards a umyersity degree and desire 
to obtain university credits for part of the work done in the 
Diploma Coui·se should consult the Registrar of Assumption College. 
SUBJECTS 
I 
POLITICAL ECONOMY: a general survey of the pl'in-
ciples of economics and the economic organizations of society. 50 lectures. 
N.B. Those who have completed Economics 20 will be 
exempt from this course. 
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY: the basic principles of psy-
chology with some emphasis of types of ability, aptitude tests 
and measurements. 50 lectures. 
N.B. Those who have completed Psychology 20 will be 
exempt from this course. 
II 
VOCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY: applied psychology with 
special emphasis on problems relating to student placement 
and p1·ogress. achievement tests, curricular problems. devia-
tions in educational development. appraisal of teaching effi-
ciency. \'Ocational selection and guidance, training of workers 
and labor relations. 50 lectures. 
N.B. Those who have completed Applied Psychology will be exempt from the course. 
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS: man's duties and rights as 
regards contractual relations, the pursuit of various trades 
and professions. professional associations. and relations of em-
ployers and employees. 25 lectures. 
N.B. Those who have completed Social Ethics will be 
exempt from this course. 
EDUCATIONAL AND LABOR LEGISLATION: prin-
ciples, clauses and trends in educational and labor legislation. 
25 periods of lectures. reports and discussions. 
EDUCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION: 
hierarchy, p1·oblems, functions and interrelations of wtrious 
departments or units in educational and industrial organiza-
tions. and various systems of administration. 25 periods o1 
lectures, reports and discussions. 
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OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION AND PERSONNEL 
PROBLEMS: elements, requirements, interrelations and 
trends in various professions and trades; problems of em· 
ployment (job analysis), remuneration. maintenance of per-
sonnel, employee progress and working conditions. 25 periods 
of lectures, reports and discussions. 
FIELD WORK AND APPROVED PROJECTS: a period 
of work in school, personnel department, or some other prac-
tical assignment. 
Note: Those who are engaged or intend to be engaged 
in teaching are advised to take also GENETIC AND EDUCA-
TIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. 30 to 50 lectures. 
Those who have complete certain of the aforementioned 
subjects will obtain credit towards their B.A. degree if they 
submit satisfactory evidence to the Registrar. 
Concurrently with Groups I and II. students will be re-
quired to cover prescribed reading material and submit due 
evidence of their work. or report for an oral examination. 
'fhe prescribed subjects may be taken in a somewhat dif-
ferent order. subject to approval by the Registrar. 
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Awards to Students of 
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE 
J.he Hugh Barton (Class of '38) llemorfai . \\\ ard in Introductory Economics-
EDWARD W. DONOHER, C.S.B. 
The T S Clarence E. Blae~.ser Memorial Award in Business-
ANDRE'W C. MacKINNON 
The Assumption Alumni Association Award in Civics-
JOHN J. BENSETTE 
The Clarence H. Smith Award in Accounting-
PAUL R. :\IONFORTON 
The Lt. Wm. D. Begole Memorial Award in Pre-Engineering-
IRVING LOPATIN 
The Student Administrative Council A" ards in English Literature in 
memory of F / 0 Donald Carson (Class of '39)-
English 10- DONALD A. TAYLOR 
English 20- THOMAS ADAMS 
English 30- FREDERICK WELLING, C.S.B. 
English 40- EDWARD \\' . DONOHER, C.S.B. 
The Assumption College Lay Faculty Association Award in Businesa English-
ROBERT vV. Sl\IITH 
The Honourable G. Ho" ard Ferguson .Memorial A\vard in )Jediernl History-
THOMAS ADAMS 
The George F . .Macdonald A.ward in Jiodern History-
JAMES VINCENT THOMPSON, C.S.B. 
The Assumption Historical Research Societ_y .\ward in American History-
J Ai\IES J. SLAVIN, C.S.B. 
The Sir Harry E. Gignac A ward in French-
THOMAS ADAMS 
The .\ustin Collins Memorial Award in German-
ADRIAN C. PADMOS 
The Wm. D. Lowe l1emorial Award in Latin-
GEORGE J. ZIMNEY 
The 2nd Lt. Elliott \V. Wagoner l1emorial .\. ward in Spanish-
ADRIAN C. PAD.l\IOS 
The F / 0 George Pendanis Memorial Award in Algebra-
RALPH G. SERNEELS 
The Sgt. Joseph W. Ryan Memorial Award in Analytic Geometry-
JOHN H. CURRAN 
The John Higgins (Class of '27) Memorial A\, ard in Calculus-
EUGENE J. RENAUD 
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The S:rh·estre )lalone (Cla~s of '39) )lemorial A,, ard in Trigonometry-
The Rev. H. S. Belisle )Iemorial Awards in Honour Philosoph:r-
2nd Year- FRAXCIS P. DOLAX 
3rd Year- H"VBERT D. CLOHECY 
4th Year- .JAMES VIXCENT THO:\IPSOX, C.S.B. 
The Rev. E. J. Tighe )Jemorial Award in Introductor) Psychology-
REGIN' ALD C. BlJRNELL 
The Rev. V. I. Donnelley Memorial A" ards in Religious Knowledge-
lst Year-JOHX :\IOOXEY 
2nd Year- RICHARD J. SHEEHAX 
3rd and 4th Year- JAlIES J. BROGAX 
The Robert Cummings Awards in Biology-
Biological Science- ADRIAN C. PAD:\lOS 
Zoology- ROBERT J. DOYLE 
Botany- GEORGE GRAXT FARRILL 
Histology- GINO V. GRASSI 
The Prince Ed" ard Hotel .\ward in Physical Science-
WILLIAl\1 )I. CLARK 
The Rev. Wm. J . Storey Memorial Award in Chemistry-
NOR:\IAN J. THIBERT 
The Rev. John )Jclntyre Memorial Award in Physics-
JOH~ B. HARPER 
The Student Administrative Council Awards for :Meritorious .Achieve-
ment in Student Organizations, in memory of Lt. Hap, ard Jones 
(CL of '42) 
The .\rt Society-:.\IAURICE :\IERSOX 
The Chemistry Society- FRAXCIS E. EGAX 
The Dramatic Society- ALLAX T. J. ROACH 
The )lission Socieh- .JA1IES .J. BROGAX 
The :\Jusic .\p1lrec.iation Society- WILLIA:\! HEXRY ED"\YARDS 
The St. Luke's Pre-:\1.edical Society- JOHX D. :\IcCOLL 
The Journalism .\ wards for Outstanding Contributions to the 
"Purple and White''-
Best ~ews Article: "International Students' Service''. Xo,·. ao. 1915-
PATRICK G. FlJRLOXG 
Best Feature Article: ''C.O.T.C. Doings". Dec. 20. 1945-
ALEXAKDER J. WATSON 
Best Feature Column: Ex Ae(!uo-
"Thought and Comment". Feb. 28. 1946-
WILLIAl\I R. McLAREX 
"As We See It", Oct. 26. 19-15-
\YILLIA:\I G. WEING1.;ST 
Note: The winners of the Journalism Awards were selected by a com-
mittee of judges appointed by the President of the Student Adminis· 
trative Council, and the Editor and Faculty Advisor of "The Purple 
and ·white''. 
The awards commemorating deceased students of former years ha,-e been 
Sponsored by the Student Administrathe Council. 
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ASSUMPTION COLLEGE 
Class of 1946 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREES 
Sidney Baker ........................................................................ Windsor, Ontario 
Rosemary Adele Baril ........................................................ Ottawa, Ontario 
John Joseph Bensette ........................................................ ·windsor, Ontario 
Barbara Helen Birch ........................................................ .... Windsor, Ontario 
John ::\Iichael Brezsnyak .................................................... Wind!'lor, Ontario 
Sister ::\Iichael ::\Iary I\I. Briordy ........................................ Windsor, Ontario 
Robert Vincent Britton ........................................................ \Yintlsor, Ontario 
James Joseph Brogan ............................................................ Windsor, Ontario 
Gerard Francis Cecile ........................................................ Tecumseh, Ontario 
Donald Theodore Cooper, C.S.B ......................................... Houston. Texas 
l\Iark John Dalton ............................................................ Detroit, ~Iichigan 
Edward William Donoher, C.S.B. ............................................ Toledo, Ohio 
William Henry Edwards ................................................... Windsor, Ontario 
Frank Peter Evans ................................................................ Dublin, Ontario 
Lawrence James Faye, C.S.B. ............................................ Toronto, Ontario 
Joseph Adam Fihn ............................................................ Windsor. Ontario 
llary ::\Iagdalen Gates ....................................................... \Vindsor. Ontario 
Basil Francis Glavin, C.S.B ......................................... l\It. Carmel, Ontario 
Donald Joseph Gleason ................................................ Amherstburg, Ontario 
Henry Jerome Hajovsky, C.S.B ......................................... Houston, Texas 
Lewis Robert Hayner, C.S.B ............................................. Detroit, Michigan 
Bernard Arthur Hoy ............................................................ Fletcher, Ontario 
Ra;rmond Louis Janisse ................................................... Windsor, Ontario 
John James Kaufman .................................................... St. Thomas, Ontario 
Joseph Leonard Kunec, C.S.B. ................................................ Orillia, Ontario 
Thomas Anthony Lawlor, C.S.B. ........................................ Orillia, Ontario 
Clarence E. l\1allender, Jr ..................................................... \Vindsor, Ontario 
\Yilliam Hodgson l\Iarshall, C.S.B ...................................... Montreal, Quebec 
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-
John Duncan ~IcColl ............................................................ Windsor, Ontario 
John William McConnell .................................................... Windsor, OnLario 
George Keith i\IcE,ven ........................................................ Windsor, Ontario 
Donald .Joseph :McIntyre .................................................... Windsor, Ontario 
LeRoy Raymond McKenzie ................................................ Windsor, Ontario 
Murphy Frnnces :\IcKinley .................................................... Winch,or, Ontario 
Paul Howard ::\IcNamara .................................................... Toronto, Ontario 
Roger Denis :\Ionforton .................................................... Windsor, Ontario 
Charles N. )Iontreuil ............................................................ Windsor, Ontario 
Peter lludry ........................................................................... \Yindsor, Ontario 
Russell John Munro ................................................................ Windsor, Ontario 
Henry S. :\Iuroff ................................................................... Windsor, Ontario 
Charles Terrence Murphy .................................... Sault Ste. :i\larie, Ontario 
Joseph Aylward Pocock ........................................................ Windsor. Ontario 
Sister i\lar~: Ursula, E. Quenneville ................................ Windsor, Ontario 
Allan Thomas Jerome Roach ............................................ Windsor, Ontario 
Paul Belcourt Taillon ............................................................ Ottawa, Ontario 
Zoltan Temesy ................................................................ River Canard, Ontario 
Norman Joseph Thibert.... . ...... ............ ............................ Windsor, Ontario 
James Vincent Thompson, C.S.B. ................................ Teeswatter, Ontario 
Patricia :.Mary Thompson .................................................... Windsor, Ontario 
Doreen Francis White ........................................................ Windsor, Ontario 
Herb<'rt Reuben Ya~le .................................................... Dearborn, :\lichignn 
Walter Zybura ........................................................................ \Yindsor, Ontario 
DIPLOMAS IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Florence Christine Jarratt .................................................... Windsor, Ontario 
Mary Antoinnette Rivard ................................................... Windsor, Ontario 
Dorothy I rene Yeandle ........................................................ Windsor, Ontario 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREES 
Joseph Fleming Gualderoni ........................ ............................... Akron, Ohio 
Rev. Rizieri Pietro Frizzero, F.S.C ..................................... Windsor, Ontario 
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Scholarships 
At Assumption College 
FOR .MIDDLE AND UPPER SCHOOL GRADUATES 
OF \VINDSOR A ND ESSEX COUNTY ... 
.... 
• Windsor Alumni Club Scholarship 
The Windsor Chapter of the Assumplion Alumni awards annually a 
scholarship of the value of $150.00 covering complete tuition and fees 
for one year at Assumption College, together with remission of tuition 
or fees in excess of the amount of the award. 
This scholarship is open to any upper school graduate of any school 
in the City of Windsor. The Scholarshi9 Committee will be guided by the 
following considerations in j?Tanting the award: 
(1) Literary and Scholastic Attainments. 
(2) Distinction Achieved in Extra-Curricular Activities-
Athlctics, Cadets, Dramatics, Debating, Students' Council. 
etc. 
( 3) \" oca tional, Recreational, or Cultural Activities Outside of 
School. 
(4) The Financial Xecd of Can<lidates. 
(5) Character Qualifications-Integrity, Fellowship, etc. 
A letter of application including a brief life history of the contestant, 
signed by the p1'incipal of the i-chool he is attending, and a letter of re 
commendation from someone other than a teacher must be mailed to Mr. 
P. L . .McManus , 10J8 Victoria Avenue. Windsor, Ontario. on or before 
June 1st of the yea1· of application. The SchoJarship Committee consists 
of the Superintendent of Schools of the City of Windsor, the Registrar 
of Assumption College, and three memb'!rs of the Windsor Chapter of 
the Assumption Alumni. 
•The B'Nai Brith Scholarship . .. 
Windsor Lodge 1011 of the B'Nai Brith offers an annual Scholarship 
to Assumption College of the value of $50.00. Any student who resides in 
Windsor and has completed middle or upper school in a Windsor high 
school or collegiate institute is eligible to compete for this award. 
The successful candidate will be selected on the basis of his matricu-
lation record, his principal's recommendation, nnd the results of an oral 
e..xamination to be held at Assumption College. The date of thii- examina-
tion will be sent to each contestant. The aw.:rd shall be made by a com-
mittee of three members: the Superintendl•nt of Windsor schools, a re-
presen tative of the B'Nai Brith, and the R.:,gistrar of Assumption College. 
Application forms for this scholarship may be received from the prin-
cipals of the various W indsor h ig h schools and must be mailed to the 
Registrar. Assumption College, Windsor, Ontario, on or before J une 1st 
of .t he year of application. 
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•The Dean F. X. Laurendeau Memorial Scholarship ... 
An annual scholarship of the value of $100.00, in memory of the late 
dean of Essex, Monsignor Laurendeau, is ~vailable for the use of any 
upper school graduate of any school in the City of Windsor and Essex 
County. Gene1·al academic proficiency, intc>grity of character, and the 
financial need of candidates are the essential conditions attending the 
award of this scholarship. Candidates should make inquiries on or before 
June 1st of the year of application to the Registrar, Assumption College, 
Windsor, Ontario. 
•The William D. Lowe Memorial Scholarship . . 
A fund has been established in memol'y of the late William D. Lowe, 
for many years principal of Windsor-Walkcrville Vocational School, of 
the annual value of $150.00 Any middle or upper school graduate of any 
school in the City of Windsor and Essex County is eligible for this 
scholarship. Academic qualifications, distinction in extra-curicular activ-
ities and the financial need of contestants are the determining factors 
in the award of this scholarship. A letter of application incorpo1·ating the 
above information together with a brief life history of the candidate and 
containing two references (an academic reference from his principal and 
a character reference from someone other than a teacher) must be mailed 
to the Registrar, Assumption College, Windsor, Ontario, on or before 
June 1st of the year of application. 
•The Elliott W. Wagoner Memorial Bursary. 
A fund to perpetuate the memory of the late Elliott W. Wagoner, a 
lieutenant in the U.S. Army Parachute Infantry Division, and a graduate 
of Assumption High School, of the annual value of $50.00 may be applied 
to the use of any ·middle or upper school graduate of any school in the 
City of Windsor and Essex County. Candidates must mail their applica-
tions to the Registrar of Assumption College on or before June 1st of the 
year of application, stating academic qualifications and giving two r efer-
ences, an academic reference (a high school teacher or principal) and a 
character reference ( someone other than a teacher). 
•The Knights of Columbus Scholarships .. . 
The Ontario State Council of the Knights of Columbus has establish-
ed four scholarships for competition among the Catholic students writing 
upon the Grade XIII examinations conducted by the Department of 
Education. A scholarshi"Q of the value of $100.00 will be paid to the 
successful student duringhis course, but not for more than four years. 
Application forms for these scholarships may be obtained from Mr. 
J. ,v. C. Tie_rney, State Secretary of the Knights of Columbus, Arnprior, 
Ontario, with whom they must be filed on or before May 1st of the year 
in which the examination is to be completed. All other communications 
about these scholarships must be addressed to the Secretary, from 
whom fm·ther information may be obtained on request. 
Students may apply for more than one of these scholars hips, but 
any student qualifying for more than one scholarship will re-
ceive the scholarship of his choice. The REGISTRAR of the 
College, DR. J. F. MURPHY, is available for consultation upon 
appointment at the College. telephone ·windsor 3-6355. 
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Courses Available at Assumption College 
A BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE in General Arts (a four-year course 
with middle school matriculation, a three-year course with upper 
school). 
A BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE in Honour Philosophy (with the 
same time limit as above). 
A BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE in Honour Economics, Honour 
English, Honour History (a five-year course with middle school ma-
triculation, a four-year course with uppC'r school). 
A BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE in General Arts with Business and 
Economics Options to give students a foundation for graduate work 
in Business and Economics in American universitit•s. Upon comple-
tion of such a course, Assumptiort graduates may receive the 
Bachelo1· of Business Administration dt•grces in one academic year 
from the Univel'sity of Michigan and Nol'thwe·itern Univel'sity. 
STUDENTS entering the IIonou1· coursc in Business Administration at 
th<.' University of ·western Ontario may transfer from Assumption 
College at thc end of the third year after .Junior )fatriculation and 
will receive full credit for all coul'ses taken at Assumption. 
STUDJ<:XTS entering any of the other Honour cours"s (Science, Classics, 
Languages, etc.) available at the University of Wl'stt>rn Ontario may 
tr;insfer from Assumption Collel!C at the end of the second year 
after Junior Matriculation and will receive full credit for all courses 
taken at Assumption. 
STUDENTS enterin~ the School of En1rine2ring at the Univ<•rsity of 
Detroit, or any American school or coll<>e-e of engineering, may 
transfer from Assumption Collel?c at th<' end of the second year after 
Junior :\fatriculation and will receive full credit for all courses taken 
at Assumption, providing they maintain a "C'' average. 
STUDENTS <>ntering any American n,edical school, may transfer from 
As:mmption Collegr Pi the <'Tld of the third venr aft"r .Junior :\1atric-
ulation, receiving full credit for courses takt>n at Assumption. 
STFDENTS entering Osgoodc Hall. or anv Anwrican or Canadian hw 
i;;choo 1. may transfer i1fl er receiving- Bachelor of Arts dr1?rees at 
Assumption College. With a Rachel or of Arts cleg-rce. professional 
]Pg,11 training mny be comnleted in thre" years; without it. nro-
fessional trainin,I?' rNmires five yl'ars. In c~nacla. entrance requirc>-
ments for faw schools presur>pose Senior Matriculation: a total 0f 
six years followinl? ,Junior Matriculation, or a total of sevrn vcars 
following .Junior ~1atriculation if the candidate obtains a BPcht>lor 
of Arts degree. 
STUDENTS entering the Ontario Collel?e of Pharmacy, may transfer 
from Assumption College at the l'nd of the-first yeai· Hft0 r .Junior 
Matriculation: studt>nt:- entering th" Detroit ColleJ?e of Pharmacy 
may transfer from Assumption Colle1?e at the encl of the second 
year after Junior Matriculation: in either case reccivin!!' full credit 
for all courses taken at Assumption. 
A SPECIAL TWO-YK.\R DIPLOMA COURSE, following ,Tunio1· l\latric-
ulation. in Rusin<'Ss Administration. 
IN THE ~J(;HT SCHOOL and SUl\11\IER SCHOOL, Assumntion College 
extend~ to students who cannot attc>ncl the re.1?ular sPi-.sion the op-
portunity of a university education. Both the Night School and the 
Summer School arc co-educational. 
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Facts You Should Know 
About Assumption College 
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE is the local arm of the University of Western 
Ontario. Courses taught at the College, except courses m the De-
partments of Philosophy and Religious Knowledge, are identical 
with those taught at the University. Upon graduation, students re-
ceive degrees from the University at Convocation Exercises held in 
London, Ontario. Members of the Faculty of Assumption College are 
members of the Faculty of the University of Western Ontario. 
THE LABORATORY FACILITIES of Assumption College in Chemistry, 
Physics, Botany, and Zoology, are entirely adequate to the needs of 
the present curriculum. The exteni:;ion of such facilities in the build-
ing now under construction will make possible a greatly expanded 
program of scientific studies next year. 
THE LIBRARY contains 16,000 volumes of university standard. The col-
lection reflects the curriculum, and specializes in General Reference, 
Economics, English, History, and Philosophy. Departmental libraries 
house the scientific collection. The library subscribes to 100 periodi-
cals suitable to the reading interests and academic requirements of 
university students. The staff consists of thrE}e university graduates, 
two of whom have received professional library training. The entire 
collection is catalogued according to approved library practice. 
STUDENT SOCIETIES. Self government (The Student Administrative 
Council); Publications (the bi-monthly Purple and White, the an-
nual Ambassador Year Book); St. Luke's Medical Society; Music 
Appreciation Society : Dramatic Society; Students' Council Debating 
Society; and the Chemistry Society. 
THE ATHLETIC PROGRAM includes courses in Physical Education, 
majo1· sports (Football and Basketball), and intra-mural sports 
(Football, Basketball, Hockey, Swimming, Boxing, Handball). 
ARMY OFFICER'S TRAINING is available with the Assumption 
College Company of the University of Western Ontario Contingent 
of the Canadian Officers' Training Corps. After completing basic 
training in the C.0.T.C., for which full University credit is given, the 
third year student may qualify as a lieutenant in the Reserve Army 
of Canada. -
ASSUMPTION ALUMNI who have served in Windsor's Essex Scottish 
Regiment, with the years of their graduation from the Colleg·e: 
Colonel Lawrence Deziel, '33; Lt-Col. Kenneth MacIntyre, '36; Major 
Stuart Bull, '39; Major Francis Chauvin, '39: Capt. Gerald Rau, '41 
(Master of Arts); Capt. Russell Turnbull, '33; Capt. Vincent West-
fall, '34; Capt. Robert Meanwell, '36; and the late Lieut. Hayward 
Jones, '42. 
ASSUMPTTO.N ALUMNI now teaching in Windsor high Schools (or on 
leave with Canada's Armed Force~): Patrick L. McManus, '27; John 
C. Murray, '27; George Chapman, '31; J. Edward Dawson, '31; Henry 
" 
J . Laframboise, '31; Ian Allison, '32; Al Newman, '32; Bernard New-
man, '33; William Young, ':33; Joseph Mcneel, '34; Martin Young, '34: 
Arnold Harrison, '36; John Pentland, '36; Clement Fol'man, '37; Fred 
Beckley, '38. 
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